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It is now well established that p62 and NBR1 are selectively degraded by autophagy and can 
act as cargo receptors or adaptors for the autophagic degradation of ubiquitinated substrates. 
Research on autophagy in plants is also well under way, but the mechanism by which target 
substrates are sequestered for autophagic degradation has not been elucidated. The 
uncharacterized plant protein Q9SB64 shares several important functional properties with p62 
and NBR1, which indicates that it could act as a cargo receptor for the autophagic degradation 
of ubiquitinated substrates in plants. Results from this study show that Q9SB64 polymerize 
via an N-terminal PB1 domain, binds ubiquitin through a C-terminal UBA domain and 
interacts with the Arabidopsis family of ATG8 proteins. Based on sequence similarity 
Q9SB64 can be viewed as the Arabidopsis orthologue of vertebrate NBR1 and named 
AtNBR1. Plants do not seem to have a p62 orthologue. However, with regard to the 
functional properties studied here AtNBR1 behaves more similar to mammalian p62 than to 
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In the last decade we have witnessed an increased focus on two degradation systems, the 
Ubiquitin-Proteasome System (UPS) and autophagy. These systems are known to be very 
important in eukaryotic organisms, in which they play a role in numerous biological 
processes, from basic cellular functions to human pathophysiology (Klionsky 2007, Reinstein 
and Ciechanover 2006).  The discovery of both systems dates back to the middle half of the 
last century, but with the development of modern molecular genetics we have now begun to 
understand the complexity of these systems.  
 
Plants are sessile organisms that require a unique proteomic plasticity to cope with changing 
environmental conditions. Also, plants go through a series of metamorphic changes during 
their lifecycle that involves a broad reorganization of cells and tissue. This involves large 
scale degeneration of biomolecules, which requires a large pool of genes devoted to the 
proteolytic machinery (Schwechheimer and Schwager 2004).  The list of proteins and genes 
that are thought to be involved in these systems continues to grow, and this study focuses on 
the uncharacterized plant protein Q9SB64, which is thought to be related to two mammalian 
proteins acting as cargo receptors for degradation of ubiquitinated targets by autophagy. 
 
1.1 The UPS and Autophagy 
Degradation of cellular constituents serves two purposes, which is to remove unwanted or 
damaged components and to provide the cell with metabolic substrates to maintain energy 
homeostasis. The proteome of any cell is in a dynamic state of synthesis and degradation, and 
the turnover of proteins is regulated by specific and general mechanisms of protein 
degradation. There are sometimes errors in the production of proteins, or damage can occur 
from external stress such as heat shock or free radicals. These damaged proteins need to be 
removed since they can cause harm to the cell, and they are also a source of amino acids that 
the cell can re-use (Meusser et al. 2005, Nakamura and Lipton 2007).  The UPS is the main 
route of specific protein degradation in the cell, and is thought to regulate protein lifetime as 
well as degrade damaged proteins (Hershko and Ciechanover 1998). Ubiquitin (Ub) is a 
highly conserved 8.5 kDa protein that can be conjugated to lysine residues of other proteins 
by Ub-conjugating enzymes (Hershko et al. 2000, Schlesinger et al. 1975). The Ub-marker 
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signals the fate of the protein, and polyubiquitin chains (poly-Ub) usually target the  protein 
for degradation (Chau et al. 1989). Poly-Ub chains are formed when additional Ub is attached 
to lysine residues on a previously attached Ub, and several different poly-Ub chains can be 
formed depending on which lysine is connected. In principal, all the lysines can be used for 
making chains (Lys6, Lys11, Lys27, Lys29, Lys33, Lys48 and Lys63), but the two most 
studied chains are the Lys63 and Lys48 linked chains. Lys63 linked Poly-Ub chains are 
thought to be mainly involved in non-catabolic processes, while Lys48 linked Poly-Ub chains 
are known as a tag for protein degradation by the proteasome (Hochrainer and Lipp 2007). 
The proteasome is a multiprotein complex that binds ubiquitinated proteins and degrades 
them in a proteolytic core. The following figure illustrates the process of ubiqutination and 
degradation by the proteoasome. 
 
 
Figur 1.1: Ubiquitination of proteins targeted to the proteasome. Ub-activating enzyme (E1) binds Ub, 
which is then transferred to an Ub-conjugating enzyme (E2); a Ub–protein ligase (E3) helps transfer Ub to the 
target substrate. Polyubiquitinated proteins are transported to the 26S proteasome where the Ub tags dissociate 
and the target protein is degraded.  
 
In addition to targeting proteins for degradation, ubiquitination is thought to partake in several 







Autophagy (or “self eating”) is the term for lysosomal degradation of cytoplasmic 
components. The term autophagy  was introduced at the CIBA Foundation Symposium on 
Lysosomes in 1963 by Christian De Duve, and then clearly defined in a review article in 1966 
(De Duve and Wattiaux 1966). “Auto” and “phagein” literally means self-eating, referring to 
degradation of material from within the cell, and is made to distinguish this process from 
heterophagy, where a cell degrades material that is taken up by endocytosis (from outside). 
The general mechanism has been named macroautophagy. In a recent paper, D. Klionsky 
tries, together with other researchers in this field, to define a nomenclature for all the 
autophagic processes that have been identified (see appendix, table 6.1), and this is their 
definition of macroautophagy; “Macroautophagy is the largely nonspecific autophagic 
sequestration of cytoplasm into a double- or multiple-membrane-delimited compartment (an 
autophagosome) of nonlysosomal/vacuolar origin. Note that certain proteins may be 
selectively degraded via macroautophagy, and, conversely, some cytosolic components such 
as cytoskeletal elements are selectively excluded” (Klionsky et al. 2007). Following this 
description, several forms of macroautophagy were discussed, including the sequestering of 
organelles (the mitochondrion, peroxisome and endoplasmatic reticulum), protein aggregates 
and microbes. Common for all of these processes is the formation of an autophagosome, 
which forms around the target structure and delivers it to the lysosome (see figure 1.2).  
In another type of autophagy, microautophagy, the lysosome/vacuole itself engulfs a part of 
the cytosol. This process is not well understood, but seems to be involved in degrading 
peroxisomes and mitochondria (micropexo/mitophagy) and portions of the nucleus 
(piecemeal microatuophagy) (Kanki and Klionsky 2008, Kvam and Goldfarb 2007, Sakai et 
al. 1998). Furthermore, some autophagic pathways have been discovered that falls outside 
these categories. Cytoplasm to vacuole targeting (Cvt) is a unique pathway in yeast that that 
transports resident hydrolases to the vacuole, while chaperone mediated autophagy (CMA) 
and vacuole import and degradation (Vid) are selective forms of autophagy that proceeds 
without the formation of autophagosomes  (Kim and Klionsky 2000, Majeski and Dice 2004, 







Figur 1.2 Schematic depiction of autophagy in mammalian cells. (a, b) Cytosolic material is sequestered by 
an expanding membrane sac, the phagophore, (c) resulting in the formation of a double-membrane vesicle, an 
autophagosome; (d) the outer membrane of the autophagosome subsequently fuses with a lysosome, exposing 
the inner single membrane of the autophagosome to lysosomal hydrolases; (e) the cargo-containing membrane 
compartment is then lysed, and the contents are degraded (from Xie and Klionsky 2007). 
 
The basic function of autophagy is to serve as a “household cleaning mechanism”, referred to 
as constitutive autophagy. Organelles are degraded when they become old and accumulate 
damage from radicals and mutations (Bellu et al. 2001, Lemasters 2005). Long-lived and 
damaged proteins also needs to be removed, else they are prone to form protein aggregates 
which can accumulate and harm the cell (Rubinsztein 2006).  
 
Autophagy is upregulated in response to various types of stress, like starvation, organelle 
damage and oxidative stress. Starvation-induced autophagy, as by rapamycin-induced 
inhibition of the Tor-pathway, allows the cell to rapidly degrade proteins and organelles that 
are not essential for survival, thus freeing valuable amino acids that can be used for energy or 
synthesis of new proteins that supports basic cellular functions (Kristensen et al. 2008, Kuma 
et al. 2004, Noda and Ohsumi 1998). The connection between the UPS and autophagy is not 
very well understood, but two independent studies confirm that the two are mechanistically 
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linked. A very recent paper reports that two heat-shock proteins, Bag1 and Bag3, are 
regulators of the proteosomal and autophagic pathways. Bag1 is required for effective 
proteosomal degradation while Bag 3 promotes autophagy, and the flux between these two 
proteins provides a “switch” between the UPS and autophagy (Gamerdinger et al. 2009). 
When the UPS is impaired in Drosophila melanogaster, autophagy acts as a compensatory 
degradation system in an HDAC6-dependent manner (Pandey et al. 2007).  
 
It is also becoming increasingly clear that, like the uibiquitin proteasome system, autophagy 
deficiency is linked to severe diseases in humans. Whether it prevents or cause disease is 
sometimes unclear, and the paradox of autophagy is that it can act to promote both cell 
survival and cell death, depending on the specific conditions of the disease (Levine and 
Kroemer 2008). Among the first diseases to be associated with defects in the proteolytic 
machinery were the neurodegenerative diseases Alzheimers, Parkinsons and Huntingtons. 
Common for these types of disease is the accumulation of autophagic vesicles and protein 
aggregates in neuronal brain cells, resulting in cell death and loss of brain function (Komatsu 
et al. 2007a). Experiments in mice have shown that a shut-down of constitutive autophagy 
leads to symptoms of neurodegeneration (Hara et al. 2006). As autophagy is closely 
connected to cell homeostasis it is predictably also involved in cancer (tumorigenesis), and 
accumulating evidence now points to autophagy as a tumor suppressor pathway (Mizushima 
et al. 2008). The term Xhenophagy have been coined to describe selective autophagic 
digestion of microbes in response to pathogen invasion (Klionsky, et al. 2007).  A good 
example of this is the autophagic degradation of the Herpex simplex virus (Talloczy et al. 
2006). On the other hand, pathogens have also evolved strategies to utilize/avoid autophagic 
degradation (Orvedahl and Levine 2008). Yersinia pestis, the bacteria responsible for the 
Black death, is sequestered to autophagosomes by xenophagy, but the bacteria then prevents 
the acidification of the autophagosome, essentially creating a protected environment where it 
survives and replicates (Pujol et al. 2009). Toxoplasma is a mammalian parasite that has been 
shown to derive nutritional benefits from upregulating host cell autophagy (Wang et al. 
2009).  
 
Most of our understanding of the molecular mechanism of autophagy comes from experiment 
with yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae). In 1992, Yoshinori Ohsumi’s laboratory demonstrated 
active autophagy in yeast (Takeshige et al. 1992), which sparked the use of yeast as a model 
species for studies on autophagy. Approximately 30 genes have now been identified that are 
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involved in the core machinery of autophagy, so-called AuTophaGy genes (ATG) (Klionsky 
et al. 2003), and half of these are associated with the basic task of forming the autophagosome 
(Xie and Klionsky 2007).  After identifying the ATG-genes it became evident that autophagy 
is directed by a sequential series of post-translational modifications, two of which employs 
the Ub-like conjugation systems Atg8-phosphatidylethanolamine (Atg8-PE) and Atg12-Atg5 
(Mizushima et al. 1998). These modifications are ATP-dependent and involves E1 
(activating) and E2 (conjugating) enzymes that attach two small proteins, ATG8 and ATG12, 
to their respective targets, phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) and the ATG5 protein. The two 
steps are initiated by the same E1 enzyme ATG7. ATG8 is anchored to the isolation 
membrane of the autophagosome and is conserved among higher eukaryotes (Ohsumi 2001). 
It has been shown that the size of the autophagosome is directly dependent on the amount of 
ATG8 (Xie et al. 2008), and the theory is that ATG8 helps enlarge the forming 
autophagosome to wrap around the target substrate. ATG8 has proved particularly useful in 
studying the autophagic process, as ATG8-fusion proteins can be used without disrupting 
membrane formation (Kimura et al. 2009). In mammals, ATG8 is represented by at least 
seven related proteins that fall into two subgroups, LC3- and GABARAP-like proteins (He et 
al. 2003, Xin et al. 2001).  
 
1.2 The UPS and Autophagy in plants 
As mentioned earlier, plants are sessile organisms that have to adapt to changing 
environmental conditions, and furthermore they undergo several metamorphic changes during 
their lifecycle, like germination, flowering and senescence. For this to be possible, the plants 
need a high degree of proteomic plasticity to quickly reorganize cells and tissue. This rapid 
turnover of cell components is orchestrated by the proteosomal and autophagic pathways. 
Consistent with this is the large number of genes coding for components in the proteosomal 
machinery. Approximately 6% of the genome in Arabidopsis thaliana is UPS coding genes 
(Downes and Vierstra 2005b), and with the notable exception of Caenorhabditis elegans, this 
is more than any other known eukaryotic model organism (Schwechheimer and Schwager 
2004). The UPS has been linked to most of the major biological processes in plants, like 
hormone regulation (Dreher and Callis 2007), circadian rhythm (Han et al. 2004), light 
signaling (Hoecker 2005, Somers and Fujiwara 2009) and organ initiation and patterning 
(Imaizumi et al. 2005). The major part of the UPS proteome consists of the Ub conjugating 
enzymes (E1, E2 and E3). One of the largest known gene superfamilies in Arabidopsis is the 
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700 potential F-box genes (Gagne et al. 2002), which are a part of over 1600 E3 ligases 
encoded for by the Arabidopsis genome (http://plantsubq.genomics.purdue.edu/). The core 
machinery of the UPS in plants is not much different from that of other eukaryotes. Protein 
degradation by the UPS in plants is basically the same as presented in figure 1.1. 
 
When discovering the importance of the UPS in plants there was reason to believe that 
autophagy plays an equally important role, and as a consequence there has been an increase in 
research on autophagy in plants. Much of this research has been carried out in Arabidopsis 
thaliana, which is a fully sequenced plant model organism that is favored for easy genetic 
manipulation and short generation time (Meyerowitz 2001). Several other species like 
tobacco, rice, barley and even mango, are used due to their physical properties or commercial 
value. We now know that autophagy proceeds in plants much as it does in other eukaryotes. 
The single biggest difference between plant cells and animal cells is the central vacuole. 
Whereas animal cells have many small acidic vacuoles (lysosomes), plant cells have one 
acidified vacuole that fills almost the entire cell, and autophagic substrates wrapped in an 
autophagosome are sent to the central vacuole to be degraded. Two of the best described 
autophagic systems in Arabidopsis is micro- and macroautophagy (Bassham et al. 2006). 
Autophagy has been shown to act constitutively in plants during nutrient-rich conditions, 
presumably as a housekeeping machinery to recycle molecules for biosynthesis and for 
supplying substrates for respiration (Inoue et al. 2006, Slavikova et al. 2005, Yano et al. 
2007). Upon starvation stress, autophagy is upregulated and important for proper nutrient 
recycling (Doelling et al. 2002, Rose et al. 2006). Autophagy is also especially important in 
response to oxidative-stress, which occurs even in nutrient-rich conditions (Xiong et al. 
2007).  
 
Autophagic degradation of mitochondria and peroxisomes has so far not been shown in 
plants. A comparative study of ATG genes has shown that the genes involved in the 
pexophagic pathway of yeast are not found in Arabidopsis (Wiebe et al. 2007). Considering 
this, an interesting recent finding is that the chloroplasts, or pieces of the chloroplast, is 
degraded by autophagy during starvation stress (Ishida et al. 2008, Wada et al. 2009).   
An analogue of the yeast cytoplasm to vacuole targeting (Cvt9 pathway has been described 
(Herman and Schmidt 2004), but the alternative autophagic pathways vacuole import and 
degradation (Vid) and chaperone mediated autophagy (CMA) has not yet been shown to 




As with the UPS, autophagic pathways have been shown to function in numerous 
developmental processes, but the characterization of ATG-genes involved in developmental 
stages is made difficult by a lack of obvious phenotypes. Autophagy-deficient plants can go 
through normal lifecycles from germination to seeding, and only careful phenotypic analysis 
in combination with stress treatment has revealed some differences between wild type and 
Atg-mutants. Autophagy-deficient plants have shorter root growth and accelerated senescence 
during stress, strengthening the theory that autophagy is required, but not essential, for proper 
protein and nutrient recycling. During plant development, autophagy generally coincides with 
programmed cell death. Plants do not seem to have apoptosis, and it is believed that 
programmed cell death is largely associated with autophagy (van Doorn and Woltering 2005). 
Programmed cell death is also used as defense against invasive pathogens, and autophagy has 
been shown to regulate programmed cell death in the hypersensitive response to pathogen 
infections (Liu et al. 2005).  
 
Due to the high degree of ATG gene conservation, the dissection of autophagy in yeast has 
also laid foundation for understanding autophagy in plants (Thompson and Vierstra 2005). 
There is a high overall conservation of ATG-genes between yeast and plants, and several 
Arabidopsis ATG proteins have been shown to be able to complement the function of their 
yeast counterparts (Ketelaar et al. 2004). A feature of the Arabidopsis ATG-proteins is that 
some are encoded for by small gene families. For an overview of ATG-homologues in plants, 
see (Bassham, et al. 2006). The previously described Ub-like conjugation systems Atg8-PE 
and Atg12-Atg5 are also present and are essential for autophagy in plants (Fujioka et al. 2008, 
Ishida, et al. 2008, Suzuki et al. 2005, Thompson et al. 2005). ATG8 is present in Arabidopsis 
as a small family of nine different homologues (AtATG8A-I), and has been visualized in 
autophagic bodies that are delivered to the central vacuole (Thompson, et al. 2005). In 
autophagy-deficient Arabidopsis, no AtATG8-containing inclusions could be seen in the 
vacuole, which proves that the dotted structures are AtATG8 containing autophagic bodies. 
Fluorescently tagged AtATG8 is now commonly used as a marker protein, which allows 
nondestructive detection of autophagy induction (Matsuoka 2008). In a comprehensive study 
of AtATG8 in Arabidopsis seedlings, the expression was found to be highest in the elongating 
parts of the root, which is thought to be connected to the high degree of damage that new 
roots suffer when penetrating the soil. Also, the different homologues of AtATG8 showed 
different expression patterns, indicating differential non-redundant functions of the individual 
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homologues (Slavikova, et al. 2005). Little is known about the signaling pathways that 
regulate autophagy in plants, but the target of rapamycin (TOR) signaling pathway has 
recently been described in plants, and considering the connection between autophagy and 
TOR in mammalian cells there is reason to believe that TOR have a role in regulating plant 
autophagy (Bassham 2009).  
 
1.3 p62 and NBR1 
The fate of ubiquitinated proteins is not only decided by the length of the Ub-chain. Several 
proteins have been found to act as Ub-receptors, and these proteins help direct the traffic of 
ubiquitinated proteins, further establishing the diversity of pathways that ubiquitination can 
lead to. One of these proteins is the mammalian protein p62/SQSTM1 (sequestosome 1), 
which was first investigated for interaction with atypical PKC (Park et al. 1995, Puls et al. 
1997, Sanchez et al. 1998). p62 is actually a 50kDa protein, but the name was given because 
the protein migrates like a 62kDa protein SDS polyacrylamide gels. It was found to interact 
with Ub using the C-terminal region, and then suggested to be partly involved in signal 
transduction through Ub-mediated protein degradation (Vadlamudi et al. 1996). This 
established p62 as a multifunctional scaffolding protein involved in both transcriptional 
activation and protein degradation. Later studies demostrated that p62 interacts with itself and 
other proteins through a N-terminal PB1 domain (Gong et al. 1999, Lamark et al. 2003, 
Wilson et al. 2003), and an interaction was established between the proteasome and p62, 
indicating that p62 might work as a shuttling protein for the UPS (Seibenhener et al. 2004). 
 
When studying the fate of these p62-containing protein aggregates, which in many cases are 
too big to be degraded by the proteasome, the next evidence lead to the lysosome. Protein 
aggregates containing p62 was found to be delivered to autophagosomes for lysosomal 
degradation (Bjørkøy et al. 2005), thus suggesting a novel role for p62 in protein degradation. 
It indicated that p62 acts as a shuttling protein in the autophagic machinery, collecting 
ubiquinated protein aggregates and delivering them for autophagic degradation. This was 
supported by the identification of a 22-residue LC3 interaction region (LIR) in p62 (Pankiv et 
al. 2007), which allows p62 to bind ATG8. The working theory is that p62 binds 
ubiquitinated proteins and creates protein inclusions by self-polymerization. The p62-
containing inclusions bind to phagophore-associated ATG8 in a forming autophagosome, 
which then fuses with a lysosome and the content is degraded (Bjørkøy, et al. 2005, Ichimura 
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et al. 2008, Komatsu et al. 2007b, Pankiv, et al. 2007). Recent studies have shown that long-
lived cytosolic proteins, peroxisomes, and midbody rings can be targeted for autophagic 
degradation by ubiquitination, and that p62 is required for targeting of these substrates (Kim 
et al. 2008, Pohl and Jentsch 2009). In addition, p62 has been detected in Ub-containing 
protein inclusions (protein aggregates) in neurodegenerative and liver diseases (Kuusisto et al. 
2001, Strnad et al. 2008, Utako Nagaoka 2004, Zatloukal et al. 2002), which suggest that p62 
contributes to their clearance by autophagy. 
 
The ability to interact with other PB1 containing proteins as well as ubiquitinated proteins 
allows p62 to integrate kinase-activated and Ub-mediated signaling pathways (Moscat et al. 
2007). Experiments with p62-knockout mice have shown that p62 is required for activation of 
NF-κB by Ras, and this identified p62 as target of Ras regulation (Duran et al. 2008). p62 has 
been shown to bind other regulatory proteins such as TNF receptor-associated factor 6 
(TRAF6) and extracellular regulated kinase (ERK), which are important signaling adaptor 
proteins. TRAF6 plays an essential role in osteoclastogenesis and bone remodeling, and 
mutations in the UBA domain of p62 have been linked to Paget's disease of bone, a genetic 
disorder characterized by aberrant osteoclastic activity (Kurihara et al. 2007). A recent study 
has also reported p62 to be involved in the regulation of hypoxic cancer cell survival 
responses by activation of the ERK1/2 pathway (Pursiheimo et al. 2009).  
 
Another mammalian protein that is now linked to autophagy is NBR1. It has not been as 
extensively studied as p62, but is known to interact with p62 in the assembly of sarcomeric 
proteins, and is involved in linking the titin kinase to a signalosome to regulate expression of 
muscle-specific genes (Lange et al. 2005). Although NBR1 is about twice the size of p62 and 
the sequence identity is low, the two proteins share an overall domain architecture, with an N-
terminal PB1 domain and a C-terminal UBA domain (see figure 1.4). NBR1 has the ability to 
self-interact through a coiled coil domain and interacts with p62 through the PB1 domain 
(Lamark, et al. 2003). These factors led to the belief that NBR1 may also be a target of 
autophagy, and a recent paper confirms this hypothesis. NBR1 interacts with human ATG-8 
homologues through a conserved LIR and a secondary interaction surface, and is degraded by 
autophagy in a similar manner as p62 (Kirkin et al. 2009b). Both proteins are found in Ub-
positive aggregates upon inhibition of autophagy, indicating that p62 and NBR1 cooperate in 
bringing ubiquitinated cargo to the forming autophagosome via interaction with membrane-
bound ATG8 family proteins (Kirkin et al. 2009a, Lamark et al. 2009).  
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1.4 Q9SB64, the plant homologue of NBR1? 
In view of the newly discovered importance of p62 and NBR1 in mammalian autophagic 
systems, and considering the high conservation of genes involved in autophagy, it is 
reasonable to believe that these proteins are conserved in other eukaryotes. The protein 
Ref(2)P has been found to colocalize with Ub-containing protein aggregates in the adult brain 
of Drosophila melanogaster (Nezis et al. 2008). Ref(2)P also has a similar domain 
architecture as p62, with an N-terminal PB1 domain, a central ZZ-type zinc finger domain 
and a C-terminal UBA domain, and is considered a homologue of p62. No homologues to p62 
or NBR1 has been described in yeast, but the yeast protein ATG19 have been shown to bind 
ATG8 in a similar manner as p62 (described later) in an interaction that mediates transport of 
aminopeptidase I (Ape1) into the vacuole via the Cvt pathway (Scott et al. 1997), and 
although ATG19 is unrelated to p62 in sequence, this pathway is similar to the p62-mediated 
autophagic degradation of protein aggregates.The field of research on autophagy in plants is 
quickly expanding, and it is beyond questioning that autophagy plays a crucial role in plant 
development and in response to stress. Autophagic bodies containing various cytosolic 
components are known to be delivered to the central vacuole for degradation, but the 
mechanisms behind the sequestration of autophagic substrates to the autophagosomes have 
not been described. It would be of great interest to find a protein that serves the same 
functional role as p62 and NBR1, as these proteins plays a crucial role in selective autophagy 
in mammalian systems. This would also shed light on the evolutionary development of 
autophagy.  
 
Out of the 44 PB1 domain containing proteins in Arabidopsis thaliana, the uncharacterized 
protein Q9SB64 (gene At4g24690) shows a distinct structural resemblance to p62 and 
mammalian NBR1 (see figure 1.3).  
 
 
Figur 1.3: Predicted domain architecture of Q9SB64. This schematic representation of Q9SB64 was obtained 





Q9SB64 is intermediate to p62 and NBR1 in length (704 amino acids), has a predicted N-
terminal PB1 domain, a zinc finger, and two C-terminal UBA domains. This is strikingly 




Figur 1.4. The domain architecture of Q9SB64 is similar to that of p62 and NBR1. Schematic illustration of 
the domain architecture of Q9SB64, p62 and NBR1. 
 
 
To further establish the function of AtNBR1 it is necessary to review the protein domains. A 
PB1 domain possibly gives Q9SB64 the ability to interact with other proteins, and perhaps 
also to self-interact. The UBA domains are the largest group of Ub-receptors, which suggests 












1.5 Domain Phox and Bem 1 (PB1) 
Through various interactions, proteins are able to self-interact to form polymers. The 
described proteins p62 and NBR1 both have the ability to self-interact, but while NBR1 has 
been found to self-interact using a coiled-coil (CC) domain, p62 uses its PB1 domain 
(Lamark, et al. 2003). Coiled-coil domains are structural motifs in proteins that enables two or 
more α-helixes to coil up like a twisted rope (Crick 1953). Coiled coil domains are implied in 
many polymerizing proteins (Beck and Brodsky 1998). PB1 is a conserved protein domain 
found in animals, plants, amoebae and fungi. The domain is used to mediate protein-protein 
interactions and was named PB1 (Phox and Bem 1), because it was initially discovered in 
mammalian p67phox (microbicidal phagocyte NADPH oxidase activator) and the yeast polarity 
protein Bem1 (T. Ito 2001). Three separate groups of PB1 domains are now recognized 
(Lamark, et al. 2003, Noda et al. 2003, Sosuke et al. 2003, Sumimoto et al. 2007, Wilson, et 
al. 2003). Type I contains an OPCA motif of the conserved sequence Asp-X-(Asp/Glu)-Gly-
Asp-X8-(Glu/Asp), where X is any amino acid. Type II PB1 does not contain the OPCA 
motif, but instead a conserved Lys on the first β-strand which is not found in type I. In 
addition a third type exists, type I/II which contains both the OPCA motif and the conserved 




Figure 1.5: Alignment of PB1 protein sequences. Conserved amino acids in the basic  (cyan) and acidic 





All the three types of PB1 domains are structured like a Ub-like β-grasp fold, and consist of 
two α helices and a mixed five-stranded β sheet (Hirano et al. 2004, Hirano et al. 2005, 
Honbou et al. 2007, Ito et al. 2001, Müller et al. 2006, Sosuke, et al. 2003, Wilson, et al. 
2003). 
 
Binding between proteins that contain PB1 is due to electrostatic forces between the charged 
basic cluster and the acidic OPCA motif (see figure 1.6). Heterodimerization is theoretically 
possible between proteins containing type I and type II PB1 domains, while type I/II can 
interact with both other types.  However, the interaction between PB1 containing proteins is 
highly specific (Lamark, et al. 2003).  Type I/II also have the possibility to homo-oligomerize, 
but so far only the PB1 domain of p62 have been shown to bind to itself (Lamark, et al. 2003). 
NBR1 contains a Type I PB1 domain that cannot be used for homo-oligomerization, which is 
consistent with the knowledge that NBR1 uses a coiled coil-domain to polymerize. p62 can 
self-interact and form polymers through its type I/II PB1 domain, and mutations that affects 
the acidic or basic properties of the domain disrupts the ability to polymerize (Lamark, et al. 




Figur 1.6: Binding between p62 and aPKC through a basic cluster and the acidic OPCA loop and helix in 




1.6 Ubiquitin associated domain (UBA) 
UBA was the first of the Ub binding domains to be described in a group of domains that now 
contains at least 16 different Ub binding domains (Hurley J et al. 2006). The domain is a 
compact three helix bundle that binds to Ile44 on Ub through a hydrophobic patch (see figure 
1.7). Four different classes of UBA domains are now recognized, based on their ability to 
bind poly-Ub (Raasi et al. 2005).  
 
 
Figure 1.7: Poly-Ub recognition by the human HR23a UBA 2 domain. The Lys48 linked di-Ub (yellow and 
orange) is bound to UBA (blue) through a hydrophobic interaction. (from Hurley J, et al. 2006)). 
 
 
p62 and NBR1 have both been shown to bind Ub through a C-terminal UBA domain (Kirkin, 
et al. 2009b, Vadlamudi, et al. 1996). This enables p62 and NBR1 to bind ubiquitinated 
proteins and deliver them to the autophagosome.  Affinity studies have shown that the 
isolated UBA domain of NBR1 bound mono- and di-Ubquite well, while the isolated UBA 
domain of p62 binds to weakly for affinity constants to be determined (Kirkin, et al. 2009b). 
Experiments with full-length proteins gave the opposite results. Full-length NBR1 had a weak 
affinity for tetra-Ub (4xUb), and this interaction was further weakened by deletion of the CC1 
domain. Polymeric p62 bound 4xUb much more strongly, and this interaction was only 





1.7 LC3-interacting region (LIR) 
ATG8 is a Ub-like protein that is essential for autophagosome formation (Ohsumi 2001). The 
typical ATG8 protein is composed of two domains, a C-terminal Ub-fold and two alpha 
helices made of N-terminal residues (Sugawara et al. 2004).  Both p62 and NBR1 have been 
shown to interact with LC3 and GABARAP family proteins, the mammalian orthologues of 
yeast ATG8, and this interaction is required for autophagic degradation of p62 and NBR1 
positive inclusions (Kirkin, et al. 2009b, Pankiv, et al. 2007). A similar motif is found in yeast 
ATG19, which binds to yeast ATG8 in the selective Cvt pathway.  The interaction is 
mediated by a short region of approximately 10 aa that binds to LC3, hence the name LC3 
interaction region (LIR) (Pankiv et al. 2007a). Determination of crystal structures have 
revealed that binding is dependent on a hydrophobic motif (WXXL) that is conserved in p62 
and yeast ATG19 (Ichimura, et al. 2008, Kirkin, et al. 2009b, Noda et al. 2008). The side 
chain of the tryptophan is bound to a hydrophobic core between the N-terminal domain and 
the Ub-like domain, while the side chain of the leucine is bound to the hydrophobic pocket on 
the Ub-like domain. In addition, the hydrophobic motif is surrounded by acidic residues that 
contributes to the binding (Pankiv, et al. 2007). NBR1 is found to have a LIR similar to that 
of p62 and yeast ATG19 (amino acids 727–738), and a second interaction surface has also 
been identified (LIR2), but this one does not seem to have the same importance as LIR1. 
(Kirkin, et al. 2009b). Both in p62 and NBR1, LIR is located in the C-terminal part of the 




Figur 1.8: LIR is located in the C-terminal region of p62 and NBR1. Schematic illustration of protein 
domains in p62 and NBR1. 
 
Arabidopsis contains a family of nine ATATG8 (A-I) homologues of yeast ATG8. AtATG8 is 
present in inclusions that are transported by autophagy to the central vacuole, and is at present 
used as a model protein for observing autophagy in plants (Matsuoka and Klionsky 2008). A 
possible interaction between Q9SB64 and AtATG8 is therefore a strong indication of 
involvement in autophagy. To further investigate this interaction, the identification of an 
ATG8 interaction surface in Q9SB64 is necessary.  
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1.8 Aim of study 
The overall aim of this study was to investigate whether Q9SB64 is the Arabidopsis 
homologue of mammalian NBR1 or p62, and to find out if Q9SB64 is a selective autophagy 
substrate in plants. Determining whether Q9SB64 is involved in autophagy will be a large 
step towards understanding of autophagy in plants, and from an evolutionary point of view, 
identifying a plant homologue of p62 and NBR1 is interesting in itself. The first part of the 
study was dedicated to biochemical experiments with Q9SB64 to determine the function of 
the protein domains. Similar experiments have previously been performed with p62 and 
NBR1, and should provide a basis for determining whether Q9SB64 is functionally related to 
NBR1 or p62. 
 
The following questions were posted for biochemical experiments with Q9SB64; 
1. Does Q9SB64 have the ability to self-interact, and if so, is this mediated by the PB1 
domain? 
2. Does Q9SB64 bind Ub, and if so, do the UBA domains participate in this interaction? 
3. Does Q9SB64 bind AtATG8, and if so, what is the minimal sequence required for this 
interaction? 
The second part of the study was dedicated to cell based experiments with Q9SB64, where 
fluorescent tags were used to study how wild type and mutated Q9SB64 behave in cells. The 
experiments were performed in Arabidopsis protoplast and human HeLa cells.  
 
The following questions were posted for cell based experiments with Q9SB64; 
1. Does Q9SB64form aggregates in cells, and if so, is the aggregation dependent on the 
PB1 and/or UBA domains? 
2. Does Q9SB64 colocalize with AtATG8 in cells and is AtNBR1 sequestered to 
acidified compartments in plant or mammalian cells? 
In addition, transformation of whole plant Arabidopsis was carried out with fluorescently 











































2.0 Materials and methods 
 
2.1 Materials 
Table 2.1: Vectors used in the study 
 
Plasmids used in this study Description Reference 
 
Gateway cloning vectors 
 
pENTR 1A Gateway® Entry Vector, KanR Invitrogen 
pENTR 2B Gateway® Entry Vector, KanR Invitrogen 
pENTR 3C Gateway® Entry Vector, KanR Invitrogen 
pENTR 2B-end Gateway® Entry Vector, pENTR 3C, with three stop 
codons  in the last part of the downstream polylinker,  
KanR 
T. Lamark 
pDONR201 Gateway® DONR vector, DONR201, KanR Invitrogen 




pDest-myc Mammalian myc-tag fusion expression vector, CMV & 
T7 promoters, AmpR 
Lamark et al., 
2003 
pDest-mCherry-C1 Mammalian mCherry fusion expression vector, backbone 
as  pDestEGFP-C1, AmpR  
Pankiv et al., 
2007 
pDestHA Mammalian HA-tag fusion expression vector, CMV and 
T7 promoters, AmpR 
Lamark et al., 
2003 
pcDNA-Dest53 Mammalian GFP fusion expression vector CMV and T7 
promotors, AmpR 
Invitrogen 
pDest15 Mammalian GST fusion expression vector CMV and T7 
promotors, AmpR 
Invitrogen 
pENTR-AtNBR1                              Gateway® PENTR/SD-DTOPO vector with At NBR1                                                                         SSP 
Consortium 
pENTR-AtATG8G Gateway® PENTR/SD-DTOPO vector with Arabidopsis 
ATG8G                                                                         
SSP 
Consortium 
pENTR- NBR1 Gateway® Entry Vector with human NBR1 Lamark et al., 
2003 
pENTR- p62 Gateway® Entry Vector with human p62 Lamark et al., 
2003 




pUNI51 cloning vector 
pUNI51 pUNI51 Cloning Vector, Universal cloning vector used 




Plant expression vectors 
 




pB7FWG2,0 Plant EGFP fusion vector, 35S promotor, Binary, SmR, 
Bar 
(Karimi et al. 
2002) 




pB2WG7 Plant anti-sense overexpression vector, 35S promotor, 









Table 2.1 continued: Vectors used in the study 
 
pUNI51 cloning vectors 
 
pUNI51-ATG8A pUNI51 Cloning Vector with AtATG8A SSP Consortium 
pUNI51-ATG8B pUNI51 Cloning Vector with AtATG8B SSP Consortium 
pUNI51-ATG8C pUNI51 Cloning Vector with AtATG8C SSP Consortium 
pUNI51-ATG8D pUNI51 Cloning Vector with AtATG8D SSP Consortium 
pUNI51-ATG8F pUNI51 Cloning Vector with AtATG8F SSP Consortium 
pUNI51-ATG8H pUNI51 Cloning Vector with AtATG8H SSP Consortium 
 
Entry clones made by subcloning and/or site-directed mutagenesis 
 
pENTR- AtNBR1 K11A Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1 point mutant  
K11A 
This study 
pENTR- AtNBR1 R19A Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1 point mutant R19A This study 
pENTR- AtNBR1 D60A Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1 point mutant D60A This study 
pENTR- AtNBR1 D73A Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1 point mutant D73A This study 
pENTR- AtNBR1 PB1 (aa 1-100) Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1 PB1 (aa 1-100) This study 
pENTR- AtNBR1 PB1 K11A Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1 PB1 K11A This study 
pENTR- AtNBR1 PB1 R19A Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1 PB1 R19A This study 
pENTR- AtNBR1 PB1 D60A Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1 PB1 D60A This study 
pENTR- AtNBR1 PB1 D73A Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1 PB1 D73A This study 
pENTR- AtNBR1∆UBA1 (617-
656) 
Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1∆UBA1 This study 
pENTR- AtNBR1∆UBA2 (656-
704) 
Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1∆UBA2 This study 
pENTR-AtNBR1∆UBA1+2 (614-704) Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1∆UBA3 This study 
pENTR- AtNBR1UBA1 (617-
656) 
Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1UBA1 This study 
pENTR- AtNBR1UBA2 (656-
704) 
Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1UBA1 This study 
pENTR- AtNBR1UBA1+2 (617-
704) 
Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1UBA1 This study 
pENTR- AtNBR1∆1-142 Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1∆1-142 This study 
pENTR- AtNBR1∆1-412 Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1∆1-412 This study 
pENTR- AtNBR1∆142-493 Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1∆1-493 This study 
pENTR- AtNBR1∆491-617 Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1∆491-704 This study 
pENTR- AtNBR1 (412-491) Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1 412-491 This study 
pENTR-ATG8A Gateway® Entry Vector with AtATG8A This study 
pENTR-ATG8B Gateway® Entry Vector with AtATG8B This study 
pENTR-ATG8C Gateway® Entry Vector with AtATG8C This study 
pENTR-ATG8D Gateway® Entry Vector with AtATG8D This study 
pENTR-ATG8F Gateway® Entry Vector with AtATG8F This study 
pENTR-ATG8H Gateway® Entry Vector with AtATG8H This study 
pENTR- AtNBR1∆Start Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1 lacking start codon This study 
pENTR- AtNBR1∆stop Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1 lacking stop codon This study 
pENTR- Cherry-AtNBR1 Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1 containing an        
N-terminal cherry-tag 
This study 
pENTR- ECFP-AtNBR1 Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1 containing an        
N-terminal ECFP-tag 
This study 
pENTR- NBR1∆stop Gateway® Entry Vector with human NBR1 lacking stop 
codon 
This study 








Entry clones made by subcloning and BP/LR Gateway 
 
pdestEGFP-AtNBR1∆202-412 Mammalian EGFP fusion expression vector with 
AtNBR1∆202-412 
This study 
pdestEGFP-AtNBR1∆412-617 Mammalian EGFP fusion expression vector with 
AtNBR1∆202-412 
This study 
pDONR201-AtNBR1∆202-412 Gateway® DONR Vector with AtNBR1∆202-412 This study 
pDONR201-AtNBR1∆412-617 Gateway® DONR Vector with AtNBR1∆202-412 This study 
pENTR-AtNBR1∆202-412 Gateway® Entry Vector with AtNBR1∆202-412 This study 










pDestEGFP-C1-AtNBR1 K11A pDestEGFP-C1-AtNBR1∆UBA1+2 
pDest-myc-AtNBR1 K11A pDestmyc-AtNBR1 R19A 
pDest-myc-AtNBR1 D60A pDest-myc-AtNBR1 D73A 
pcDNA-Dest53-AtNBR1 K11A pcDNA-Dest53-AtNBR1 R19A 
pcDNA-Dest53-AtNBR1 D60A pcDNA-Dest53-AtNBR1 D73A 
pDest-HA-AtNBR1 K11A pDest-HA-AtNBR1 R19A 
pDest-HA-AtNBR1 D60A pDest-HA-AtNBR1 D73A 
pcDNA-Dest53-AtNBR1-PB1 pcDNA-Dest53-AtNBR1-PB1 K11A 
pcDNA-Dest53-AtNBR1-PB1 R19A pcDNA-Dest53-AtNBR1-PB1 D60A 
pcDNA-Dest53-AtNBR1-PB1 D73A pDest15-AtNBR1-PB1 
pDest15-AtNBR1-PB1 K11A pDest15-AtNBR1-PB1 R19A 
pDest15-AtNBR1-PB1 D60A pDest15-AtNBR1-PB1 D73A 
pDest-myc- AtNBR1∆UBA1 pDest-myc- AtNBR1∆UBA2 
pDest-myc- AtNBR1∆UBA1+2 pcDNA-Dest53-AtNBR1 UBA1 
pcDNA-Dest53-AtNBR1 UBA2 pcDNA-Dest53-AtNBR1 UBA1+2 
pDest-myc-AtNBR1∆1-142 pDest-myc-AtNBR1∆1-412 
pDest-myc-AtNBR1∆142-493 pDest-myc-AtNBR1∆491-617 




pDestEarleygate104-AtNBR1 pDestEarleygate104-AtNBR1 D60A 




pDestEarleygate104-AtATG8B pB7FWG2-∆end AtNBR1  
pB7FWG2-∆end mNBR1  pB7FWG2-∆end p62  
pB2GW7-AtNBR1 pB2GW7-AtNBR1 ∆UBA1+2 
pB2WG7-AtNBR1 pB2WG7-AtNBR1 ∆UBA1+2 
pB2GW7-ECFP-AtNBR1 pB2GW7-ECFP-AtNBR1 ∆UBA1+2 
 
Other cDNA construct 
 
 
pDest15-Ub Mammalian GST-fusion expression vector with mono-
Ubiquitin 
T.Lamark 




All plasmid constructs made by traditional subcloning or gateway LR/BP reactions in this 
study were verified by restriction digestion and/or DNA sequencing. 
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Table 2.2: Buffers and solutions used in the study 
Method Buffer Contents 
General buffer   
 Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 
 
0.1 M Natrium phosphate buffer pH 
7.2 
0.7% NaCl (w/v) 
Cloning   
 TE-buffer 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 
1 mM EDTA 
10xTA 330 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.9 
660 mM KOAc 
100 mM Mg(OAc)2 
5 mM DTT 
1 mg/ml BSA 
10xNEB1 (supplied and used as 
10x) 
1X NEBuffer1: 
10 mM Tris-HCl 
10 mM MgCl2 
1 mM DTT 
pH 7.9, 25 °C 
10xNEB2 (supplied and used as 
10x) 
1X NEBuffer2: 
50 mM NaCl 
10 mM Tris-HCl 
10 mM MgCl2 
1 mM DTT 
pH 7.9, 25 °C 
10xNEB3 (supplied and used as 
10x) 
1X NEBuffer3: 
100 mM NaCl 
50 mM Tris-HCl 
10 mM MgCl2 
1 mM DTT 
pH 7.9, 25 °C 
10xNEB4 (supplied and used as 
10x) 
1X NEBuffer4: 
50 mM potassiummacetate 
20 mM Tris-acetate 
10 mM MagnesiumAcetate 
1 mM Dithiothreitol 
pH 7.9, 25°C 
 
100x BSA (supplied as 100x, used 
as 10x) 
100xBSA diluted to 10xBSA 
6xT 0.25% Bromophenol Blue (w/v) 
60 mM Na2 EDTA pH 8.0 
0,6 % SDS (w/v) 
40 % sucrose in H2O (w/v) 
5x sequencing buffer 400 mM Tris-HCl pH 9.0 
10 mM MgCl2 
 5 x ligation buffer 1 M Tris pH 7.6 
1 M MgCl2 
0.1 M ATP 
1 M DTT 
40 % PEG (8000) (v/v) 
10 µg/µl BSA 
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Table 2.2 continued: Buffers and solutions used in the study 
Agarose Gel electrophoresis   
 20x minigelbuffer 193.76 g Tris-HCl 
27.22 g NaOAc 
14.9 g EDTA  
dH2O to 2 litres 
pH adjusted to 8.0 with acetic acid 
Ethidium bromide 0.1 g ethidium bromide (Sigma) 
100 ml dH20 
SDS-PAGE gel   
 4x separating gel buffer 181.65 g Tris-base  
4 g SDS 
dH2O to 1 litre 
pH adjusted to 8.8 with HCl 
4x concentrating gel buffer 60.55 g Tris-base 
4 g SDS 
dH2O to 1 litre 
pH adjusted to 6.8 with HCl 
Electrophoreis buffer 15 g Tris-base 
75 g glycine 
5 g SDS 
dH2O to 5 litres 
2x SDS gel loading buffer 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8 
200 mM DTT (added fresh) 
4 % SDS (w/v) 
0,2 % Bromophenol Blue (w/v) 
20% glycerol (w/v) 
Coomassie staining   
 Fix solution 400 ml MeOH 
100 ml Acetic acid 
500 ml dH2O 
Stain stock 2 g Coomassie Brilliant Blue R250 
dH2O to 200 ml 
Staining solution 62.5 ml stain stock 
250 ml MeOH 
50 ml acetic acid 
dH2O to 500 ml 
Destain I 500 ml MeOH 
100 ml Acetic acid 
dH2O to 1 litre 
Destain II 50 ml MeOH 
70 ml Acetic acid 
dH2O to 1 litre 
   
   
   
   




Table 2.2 continued: Buffers and solutions used in the study 
Protein production and 
purification 
  
 Lysis buffer (GST 
proteins) 
50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 
250 mM NaCl 
1 mM EDTA (optional for proteins lacking a zinc 
finger) 
1 mM  DTT (add fresh) 
0.35 mg/ml lysozyme (added fresh) 
 PBS with inhibitors 10 ml PBS 
1 protease inhibitor cocktail mini tablet 
  (Roche) 
 NETN buffer 43.7 ml H2O 
1 ml Tris-HCl pH 8.0 
2.5 ml 2 M NaCl 
2.5 ml 10% Np-40 
600 µl 0.5 M EDTA 
600 µl 0.5 M EGTA (for strong interactions) 
 NETN buffer with 
inhibitors 
10 ml NETN buffer 
1 protease inhibitor cocktail mini tablet 
(Roche) 
Confocal microscopy   
 Fix solution 0.16 g paraformaldehyde (PFA) 
1.7 ml autoclaved H2O 
50 µl 2M NaOH 
200 µl sterile 10x PBS 
Adjust pH to ≈ 7 with 3M HCl 
 
Protoplastation   
 MS- 0,34 M Glucose 
Mannitol 
4,3 g MS-powder (Duchefa) 
30,5 g Glucose 
30,5 g Mannitol 
Water up to 1 liter 
Enzyme solution 1 % cellulase (Rio Yakult) 
0,2% Macroenzyme (Rio Yakult) 
In MS-0,34 M GM 
 MS-0,28M Sucrose 4,3 g MS-powder (Duchefa) 
96 g Sucrose 
Water up to 1 liter 
 PEG 25% Peg 6000 
0,45 M Mannitol 
O,1 M Ca(NO3)2 
 Ca(NO3)2 64,94 g Ca(NO3)2 
Water up to 1 liter 
 
Agrobacterium transformation   
 5% Sucrose 50 g sucrose 








Table 2.2 continued: Buffers and solutions used in the study 
Western blot   
 Protein extraction buffer (PEB) 62,5 mM Tris pH 6,8 
10% (v/v) Glyzerin 




TBST buffer 75 ml 2 M NaCl 
10 ml 1M Tris-HCl pH 7.5 
1 ml Tween 20 
914 ml dH2O 
 
NB: All buffers are made in dH2O if nothing else is mentioned. 
pH values are for room temperature. 
Table 2.3: Growth media for bacteria 
Luria Bertani (LB) medium LA plates 2 x TY SOC 
10 g Bacto trypton 
5 g Bacto yeast extract 
10 g NaCl 
dH2O to 1 litre 
pH adjusted to 7.0 with NaOH 
Supplemented with appropriate 
antibiotics 
18  g agar 
10 g Bacto trypton 
5 g Bacto yeast extract 
10 g NaCl 
dH2O to 1 litre 




16 g Bacto trypton 
5 g Bacto yeast extract 
5 g NaCl 
dH2O to 1 litre 
pH adjusted to 7.0 with 
NaOH 
20 mM glucose 
Supplemented with 
appropriate antibiotics 
20 g Bacto trypton 
5 g Bacto yeast extract 
5 g NaCl  
10 ml 250 mM KCl 
dH2O to 1 litre 
pH adjusted to 7.0 with 
NaOH 
Supplemented prior to 
use with MgCl2 
 
Table 2.4: Growth media for mammalian cells  
Cells Growth media Antibiotics 
HeLa Minimum Essential Medium (MEM)  
10% (vol/vol) Fetal bovine serum (Biochrom AG) 
100 U/ml Penicillin 
100 µg/ml Steptomycin 
 
Table 2.5: Bacterial strains used in this study 
Strain Reference 
DH5α Bethesda research laboratories 
BL21(DE3) Novagene 
Agrobacterium tumerifaciens 
pMP90 strain GW3101 
(Koncz and Schell 1986) 
 
 
Table 2.6: Concentration of antibiotics in bacterial growth medium 
Antibiotic Concentration (µg/ml) 
Ampicillin (amp) 100 µg/ml 
Kanamycin (kan) 50 µg/ml 
Spectionomycin 50 µg/ml 
Rifampicin 50 µg/ml 




Table 2.7: Oligonucleotides and corresponding cDNA clones used in this study 
cDNA clones Oligo name Sequence 5’ to 3’ 
AtNBR1 K11A K11A.5pr CTAACGCACTCGTCGTCGCGGTGAGCTATGGAGGTGTG 
K11A.3nt CACACCTCCATAGCTCACCGCGACGACGAGTGCGTTAG 
AtNBR1 R19A R19A.5pr GAGCTATGGAGGTGTGCTTGCGCGTTTCAGGGTGCCTG 
 R19A.3nt CAGGCACCCTGAAACGCGCAAGCACACCTCCATAGCTC 
AtNBR1 D60A D60A.5pr GCTGAATTGAGTCTGACTTACTCTGCGGAGGATGGGGATGTGG 
 D60A.3nt CCACATCCCCATCCTCCGCAGAGTAAGTCAGACTCAATTCAGC 
AtNBR1 D73A D73A.5pr CTTGTTGATGACAACGCGCTCTTTGATGTTACTAATCAGC 
D73A.3nt GCTGATTAGTAACATCAAAGAGCGCGTTGTCATCAACAAG 
DstartAtNBR1 DstartAtNBR1.5pr GGAGCCCTCCACCTTGGAGTCTACTGCTAACGC 
DstartAtNBR1.3nt GCGTTAGCAGTAGACTCCAAGGTGAAGGGCTCC 
AtNBR1UBA1 UBA1.5pr TTTGATATCGTCTGGTGGTTCTTCATCTACTAC 
 UBA1.3nt TTTTCTAGATCAGCTAACTCCACAAAGAGC 
AtNBR1UBA2 UBA2.5pr TTTGATATTGTGGAGTTAGCGAGTGG 
 UBA2.3nt TTTTCTAGATCATCAAGCCTCCTTCTCC 
AtNBR1∆UBA1(FspI) ∆UBA1FspI.5pr GTTGATGCTCTTTGTTGCGCAGGAGTTAGCGAGTGGGATC 
 ∆UBA1FspI.3nt GATCCCACTCGCTAACTCCTGCGCAACAAAGAGCATCAAC 
AtNBR1∆UBA1(SfoI) ∆UBA1SfoI.5pr GGAGGATATAGAAAAGAATGGCGCCGAGATAACCATGCTCAAGG 
 ∆UBA1SfoI.3nt CCTTGAGCATGGTTATCTCGGCGCCATTCTTTTCTATATCCTCC 
AtNBR1∆UBA2(stop) ∆UBA2stop.5pr GTCTGTTGATGCTCTTTGTTGAGTTAGCGAGTGGGATC 
 ∆UBA2stop.3nt GATCCCACTCGCTAACTCAACAAAGAGCATCAACAGAC 
AtNBR1∆UBA1+2(stop) ∆UBA1+2stop.5pr CT CTTCAGGAGGATATAGAATAGAATGACGTGGAGATAACC 
 ∆UBA1+2stop.3nt GGTTATCTCCACGTCATTCTATTCTATATCCTCCTGAAGAG 
AtNBR1∆PB1(XhoI) DPB1XhoI.5pr CTAACTCTGCTGCTCGAGAGAGTAGTGGGAG 
 DPB1XhoI.3nt CTCCCACTACTCTCTCGAGCAGCAGAGTTAG 
AtNBR1HindIII(ECFP) HindIIIECFP.5pr GCAGGCTCCGCGGAAGCTTTGTTTAACTTTAAGAAGGAGCCC 




 mNBR1_rev ATAGCGTTGGCTGTACCAG 
AtNBR1∆stop pNBR1_pET 161-f CACCATGGAGTCTACTGCTAACG 
 pNBR1_rev AGCCTCCTTCTCCCCTGTG 
Sequencing (myc) T7 primer  TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG 
Sequencing (myc) SP6 CATACGATTTAGGTGACACTATAG 
 
All primers used in this study were from Operon Biotechnologies 
 
Table 2.8: Antibodies used in this study 
Antibody Manufacturer 
αGFP Custom made (Clontech Europe) 
αHA Roche 
αRabbit IgG HRP-conjugated Calbiochem 
 
Table 2.9: Microscopes and software 
Microscope Confocal system Software 
Zeiss Axio Observer.Z1  NA Axiovision 
Zeiss Axiovert 200 LSM-510 LSM-510 
Leica DMI 6000 TSC SP5 LAS AF 
 
Table 2.10: Filter cubes and lasers 
Microscope (confocal system) Filter cubes (manufacturer) Lasers 
Zeiss Axio Observer.Z1 (not confocal) 38HE-GFP(Zeiss) NA 
 31017-Chlorophyll (Chroma) NA 
Zeiss Axiovert 200 (LSM-510) Ch3-1: LP560 Argon/2 (458,477,488,514) 
 Ch2-2 : BP500-550IR HeNe1 (543) 




Table 2.11: Settings for Zeiss Axiovert 200 (LSM-510) 
 
 GFP/YFP Cherry 
Laser 488 nm 22% 543 nm 89% 
Beam splitter MBS: HFT UV/488/543/633 MBS: HFT UV/488/543/633 
 DBS1: NFT 635 VIS DBS1: NFT 635 VIS 
 DBS2: NFT 545 DBS2: NFT 545 
 DBS3:Plate DBS3:Plate 
 
Table 2.12: Settings for Leica DMI 6000 (TSC SP5) 
 
 GFP/YFP ECFP BF 
Laser Argon 30% Argon 30%  
AOTF 514 (33%) 458 (33%)  
AOBF 514 458  
Emmision 525-600 nm 465-600 nm  

























2.2.1 Cloning using Gateway® technology 
Gateway® is a cloning system created by Invitrogen for shuttling genes of interest between 
different plasmid vectors. It utilizes the site-specific recombination properties of 
bacteriophage Lambda in a universal platform that enables fast and in-frame cloning. Vectors 
are divided in three categories; Entry, destination and donor. From the Entry vector, the gene 
can be transferred by recombination to any Destination vector. Destination vectors have been 
designed to enable functional analysis of the protein, e.g. in the form of fusion proteins or 
protein expression in different organisms. Donor vectors are used to shuttle genes between 
Destination vectors. The procedure starts with an Entry vector that contains the gene of 
interest. Recombination takes place between Entry and Destination vector AttLR 
recombination sites by adding a ready-made LR Clonase mix, and after recombination the 
plasmid is transformed into a bacterial host. The gene of interest replaces a toxic ccdB gene in 
the Destination vector, and together with the antibiotic resistance marker in the destination 
vector, this ensures selective growth of transformants that contains the recombinant 
destination vector. (www.invitrogen.com). Shuttling between Destination and donor vectors 
utilizes AttBP recombination sites, using a BP Clonase mix. 
 
Procedure: 
The following were mixed (on ice) 
100 ng Entry vector 
150 ng Destination vector 
→9 µl TE-buffer 
1 µl LRII/BPII 
 
Incubated for 1h at 25 °C water bath 
1 ul Proteinase K was added 
Incubated for 10 minutes at 37°C water bath 
3 ul was used for transformation of  E.coli dH5α 
 
2.2.2 Transformation of bacterial cells 
Transformation is the genetic manipulation of a bacterial cell resulting from uptake and 
expression of foreign DNA. The term transformation was first proposed in 1944, which was 
incidentally also the first mention of DNA as the material of inheritance (Avery et al. 1944). 
Bacteria that are naturally competent will take up DNA from its environment, but this process 
can also be provoked by chemical or mechanical treatment. Two commonly used methods are 
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electroporation and heat shock, which both enlarge the pores in the plasma membrane to 
allow passage of DNA. Transformed bacteria are placed on a selective medium, and if the 
transformation rate is not too high, discernible colonies will form. These colonies can be 
selected for liquid growth, and from these cultures the plasmid is isolated. 
 
Transformation using heat-shock: 
The following were mixed in 15 ml falcon tubes and left on ice for 30 minutes: 
30 µl dH2O 
1-5 ul DNA (should contain approximately 25 ng DNA) 
100 µl competent bacteria 
 
The tubes were gently moved to  37°C water bath for 2 minutes 
500 µl SOC was added 
The tubes were then incubated at 37°C for 45 minutes (shaking) 
150 µl transformation mix was plated out and plates were incubated at 37°C for 8-13 hours. 
 
Two individual colonies were transferred to liquid media and incubated at 37°C for approximately 13 hours. 
 
2.2.3Plasmid purification using the Miniprep system 
The QIAprep® Miniprep kit is used to purify plasmids from bacterial cells. The method is 
based on alkaline lysis of bacteria followed by adsorbtion of DNA to silica in high-salt 
concentration (Bimboim and Doly 1979, Vogelstein and Gillespie 1979). After lysate 
clearing, a spin column featuring a silica based membrane is used to purify the plasmid. The 
miniprep is more costly than doing a standard precipitation, but it is also faster and gives a 
higher degree of purification. Higher throughput kits like the Midi- and Maxiprep® are also 




1.5 ml log phase bacterial culture was transferred to a 1.5 ml eppendorf tube. 
Centrifuged at 6000 rpm for minimum 2 minutes 
Supernatant was removed and 250 µl buffer P1(w/ethanol) was added 
Pellet was vortexed until it was completely dissolved 
250 µl buffer P2 was added, and the tube gently turned up and down until the blue color was homogenous 
Incubated for maximum 5 minutes at room temperature 
350 µl buffer N3 was added and the tube gently turned up and down until all the blue color was gone and a white 
precipitate had formed. 
Centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 10 min 
Supernatant was transferred to a QIAprep column and centrifuged for 1 minute at 13000 rpm 
 
Flow-through was discarded and 500 µl Buffer PB1was added 
Centrifuged for 1 minute at 13000 rpm 
Flow-through was discarded and 750 µl Buffer PE was added 
Centrifuged for 1 minute at 13000 rpm, flow-through discarded, and centrifugation repeated 
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The spin column was transferred to a clean eppendorf tube, and then 50 µl Buffer EB was added to the column. 
The column was incubated for 1 minute and then centrifuged for 1 minute at 13000 rpm 
Concentration of the eluted plasmid was measured using a Nanodrop® ND-1000 Spectrophotometer 
 
Midiprep: 
50-100 ml log phase bacterial culture was transferred to an ultracentrifuge container. 
Centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 10  minutes 
Supernatant was removed and 4ml cold buffer P1 (w/ethanol) was added to the pellet 
The pellet was vortexed until completely dissolved 
4 ml buffer P2 was added, and the container gently shaken until the blue color was homogenous 
Incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature 
4ml chilled buffer N3 was added and the container gently shaken until all the blue color was gone and a white 
precipitate had formed. 
Incubated 15-20 minutes on ice 
Centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 15 min 
Qiagen-tip 100 was prepared by adding 10 ml Equilibration buffer QBT 
The supernatant was transferred to the Qiagen-tip, and then left enter the resin by gravity flow  
Qiagen-tip was then washed two times with 10 ml wash buffer QC 
DNA was eluted to ultracentrifuge glass-tube by adding 4 ml Elution buffer QF  
Precipitation by adding 3.5 ml room temperature isopropanol 
Centrifugation at 9500 rpm for 30 minutes at 4ºC 
Supernatant was removed and the pellet was washed with 2 ml 70% ethanol 
Centrifugation at 9500 rpm for 15 minutes at 4ºC 
The ethanol was removed and the pellet was dried for 10 minutes at room temperature 
The pellet was then dissolved in an appropriate amount of Elution buffer (EB) 
Concentration of the eluted plasmid was measured using a Nanodrop® ND-1000 Spectrophotometer 
 
2.2.4 Cutting DNA with restriction enzymes  
Restriction enzymes (also called restriction endonucleases) are bacterial enzymes first 
identified and isolated during the 60’s (Meselson and Yuan 1968). In molecular biology, 
restriction enzymes are used to cleave DNA at specific cut sites, and most restriction enzymes 
recognizes unique palindromic sequences of 4-8 basepairs and make overhang cuts in which 
one of the strands is slightly protruding, while the remaining enzymes make blunt end cuts 
with no overhangs. The restriction enzymes all have different properties when it comes to 
efficiency of cutting, buffer requirements and sensitivity to methylation. Most enzymes will 
only cut at its unique cut site, but some enzymes are prone to STAR-activity (unspecific 
cutting). 
Procedure (for restriction enzymes from New England Biolabs);  
The following were mixed in an eppendorf tube on ice 
Desired amount of template (0, 1-1 µg) 
1 µl 10x NEB buffer  
2 µl 10x BSA (if required) 
1 µl of each restriction enzyme  
H2O → 20 µl 
Incubated for 1-3 hours (1 hour for test cutting, 3 hours for cloning) in 37 °C water bath  
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2.2.5 Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 
PCR is used to amplify a segment of DNA from a template sample. The theory behind the 
method was described almost 40 years ago (Kleppe et al. 1971), but due to experimental 
limitations it was not developed fully until the 80’s  (Mullis and Faloona 1987, Saiki et al. 
1988). The template can be anything from a short oligomer to a whole genome. The 
amplification is performed by some kind of heat stable polymerase (Kaledin et al. 1980), and 
it requires a set of single stranded oligonucleotides to prime the reaction. Knowledge of the 
template is needed to synthesize primers that will bind to the desired sequence.  
 
Below follows some important steps in primer design. 
- The primer should be between 20 to 40 bp in length (depending on the type of PCR) 
- Total GC content should be above 40% 
- Melting temperature should at least be above 50 °C and the primer pair should not differ   
more than 5 °C in melting temperature. 
- Primer pairs should not form dimers or hairpin loops 
 
First the sample is heated to denature the template DNA and then cooled to a temperature that 
allows the primers to anneal. Then the temperature is taken up again to the optimal working 
range of the polymerase, and complementary strands are synthesized, resulting in twice the 
amount of template DNA. When this cycle is repeated over and over the concentration of 
template will increase exponentially. 
 
Formula for calculating the melting temperature (Tm) of primers; 
 
Tm =  64.9°C + 41°C x (number of G’s and C’s in the primer – 16.4)/N 
             Where N is the total length of the primer 
Basic PCR reaction; 
The following were mixed  in PCR tubes on ice 
50 ng template DNA 
10 µM forward primer  
10 µM reverse primer 
10 µM dNTP mix  
1 µl heat stable polymerase  
5 µl 10x PCR buffer 
H2O → 50 µl 
 
The main variables of the program are based on annealing temperature of the primers and of the length of the 
product. A standard annealing temperature would be between 50 and 60 °C, and the elongation time was set to 2 




Standard PCR program: 
Initial denaturing cycle 94 °C, 1 minute 
 
Denaturation, 94 °C 30 seconds        
Annealing, 56 °C 1minute                  30-35 cycles                                  
Elongation, 68 °C, 2 minutes pr kb    
 
End cycle, 72 °C 7 minutes 
Storage, 4 °C ∞ 
 
2.2.6 Purification of PCR products  
QIAquick® PCR Purification Kit (QIAGEN) was used for purification of PCR products. This 
is necessary to remove primers, nucleotides, salts and polymerase that would interfere with 
subsequent cloning procedures. The QIAprep column will retain single and double stranded 




5 volumes of buffer P1 was added  to the PCR product 
The mix was transferred to a QIAprep column 
Centrifugation at 13000 rpm for 1 minute 
Flow-through was discarded, and 750 µl buffer PE was added 
Centrifugation  for 1 minute at 13000 rpm, flow-through discarded, and then centrifugation for another minute. 
The QIAprep column was transferred to a clean 1.5 ml eppendorf tube  
30-50 µl buffer EB was added  
Centrifugation for 1 minute at 13000 rpm 
Concentration of eluted PCR-product was measured by agarose gel electrophoresis 
 
2.2.7 Introducing mutations by site directed mutagenesis 
One  way to introduce point mutations to DNA is to synthesize the DNA with 
oligonucleotides that contains the desired mutation (Hutchison et al. 1978). Combining this 
technique with PCR provides a fast and accurate method of producing site-mutated DNA 
(Higuchi et al. 1988). One popular method for PCR mutagenesis used today is the 
QuickChange (Wang 1999). As in a normal PCR, the critical step lies in primer design, and 
the QuickChange® mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) gives these instructions for designing a 
mutagenesis primer; 
 
- The primer should be between 30-45 bp in length. 
- The mutation is placed in the center of the primer, and the number of GC’s is    
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   approximately equal on both sides of the mutation.  
- Total GC content should be above 40% 
- The melting temperature should be above 78 °C. 
 
 
Formula for calculating the melting temperature of mutagenesis primers;  
 
Tm = 81.5 + 0.41(%GC)) - 675/N - %mismatch 
                   N is the total length of the primer 
 
Basic Mutagenesis reaction; 
The following were mixed in PCR tubes on ice 
10 ng template DNA 
10 µM mutated forward primer  
10 µM mutated reverse primer 
10 µM dNTP mix  
1 µl Pfu TURBO polymerase (2500 U/ml, Stratagene) 
5 µl 10x Cloned Pfu Reaction buffer (Stratagene) 
H2O → 50 µl 
Mutagenesis program; 
Initial denaturing cycle 94 °C, 1 minute 
 
Denaturation, 94 °C 30 seconds        
Annealing, 56 °C 1minute                  30-35 cycles                                  
Elongation, 68 °C, 2 minutes pr kb    
 
End cycle, 72 °C 7 minutes 
Storage, 4 °C ∞ 
 
After the PCR was completed, 1 µl of restriction enzyme DpnI was added and the mix was incubated at 37ºC for 
1hour. 5 µl of the digested product was then used for bacterial transformation. 
 
 
2.2.9 Separation of DNA fragments by agarose gel electrophoresis 
Agarose is a polysaccharide extracted from algae that can polymerize to form a porous gel. It 
was first taken into use in microbiology as a substance for solid growth media, and during the 
50’s it was combined with electrophoresis to separate proteins (Crowle 1956).  Ten years later 
it was reported in use for separating DNA molecules (Thorne 1966).  
Today the agarose gel is mainly used to separate pieces of DNA. An electrical current 
separates the DNA fragments mainly according to difference in size, but the conformation of 
the DNA-molecule also affects migration. A supercoiled strand will typically migrate faster 
than linearized DNA. A ladder is used to establish the size of the migrated fragments and a 
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DNA intercalating fluorophore is added to visualize the fragments. A commonly used 
fluorophore is Ethidium Bromide. 
 
Procedure: 
0, 7 % agarose gel; 
The following were mixed in a 250 ml Erlenmeyer flask 
0, 7 g agarose 
5 ml 20x minigel buffer 
95 ml dH2O 
The mix was heated for 2 minutes in a microwave oven 
The mix was then cooled down to approximately 60 °C. 
Appropriate amount of agarose gel was then applied to a casting frame with a comb.  
The gel was left to solidify for 20 minutes 
 
The comb was removed, and the gel was transferred to an electrophoresis chamber which was filled with minigel 
buffer 
6xT loading buffer was added to DNA samples 
Samples and ladder was loaded into the wells of the gel 
 
The gel was run for 50-60 minutes in a 90 V electric field. 
The gel was incubated  ncubate gel in Ethidium Bromide for 10-20 minutes 
 
Gels were documented by exposure in UV-light, and pictures were taking using a Gel-Doc imaging system. 
 
2.2.8  Traditional cloning 
Traditional cloning is based on the use of restriction enzymes and DNA ligase to cut and 
religate pieces of DNA. Cutting two pieces of DNA with the same “sticky-end” restriction 
enzyme will create identical ends that can be ligated back together. Blunt end cuts can be 
religated independent of the restriction enzyme used.  
Traditional cloning has been, and still is, an important method to insert a gene of interest into 
a self replicating bacterial plasmid, allowing production of the gene for use in analytical 
studies. The method can also be used to delete pieces of a gene simply by cutting and 
religating. When cloning PCR-products the primers have added cut-sequences in the ends, 
and the PCR-products can then be ligated into a pre-cut plasmid. 
 
Procedure: 
About 700 ng of insert and vector was cut with the appropriate restriction enzymes (3h) 
6xT  was added and the mix was loaded onto an agarose gel  
The gel was run for 50-60 minutes in a 90 V electric field 
The gel was then incubated for 5 minutes in Ethidium bromide 
The gel was movedl to a Dual Intensity Transilluminator of very low light intensity 
Bands of sized corresponding to the desired fragments was cut out of the gel and added to “gel towers” (speed 
was  required, as the DNA is degraded in UV-light) 
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The gel towers were centriguged for 10 minutes at 13000 rpm 
Optional; if the concentration of DNA was too low: 
DNA was precipitated using 2 volumes of 96% ethanol and 0.2 volumes of 3 M NaOAc 
Vortexing for 10 seconds 
Incubated at -20 °C for at least 1h (overnight was recommended) 
Centrifugation for 30 min at 13000 rpm (4°C) 
Supernatant was removed and 2 volumes of 70% ethanol was added carefully 
Centrifugation for 15 minutes at 13000 rpm (4°C) 
Supernatant was removed and the pellet was dried in vacuum for 10 minutes 
The pellet was dissolved in 10 µl TrisHcl pH=8.0 
Concentration of eluted DNA was measured by agarose gel electrophoresis 
 
For cloning, approximately 100 ng of vector and a five fold concentration of vector (assuming the vector and 
insert are the same size) was used 
The following were mixed on ice: 
Vector and insert 
5µl 4x ligase buffer (should net be re-used once thawed) 
1 µl T4 DNA ligase 
→20 µl H2O 
 
The ligation mix was vortexed  and incubated at 25°C for 1h (or more) 
4µl was used in the transformation of E.coli 
 
Making towers; 
Two 0.5 ml Eppendorf tubes were needed for each gel piece.  
A needle was used to make four holes in the bottom of one tube and one hole in the bottom of the second tube 
A  piece (0.5x0.5cm) of glasmicrofibre filter (Whatman) was put in the bottom of the tube with one hole. 
The tube with four holes was put in the tube with one hole, and these were put in a 1.5 ml eppendorf tube.  
The lids of all tubes were cut of 
A centrifuge was used that could accommodate the towers 
 
2.2.10 Sequencing 
Two independent methods of sequencing were described during the 70’s (Maxam and Gilbert 
1977, Sanger and Coulson 1975). Maxam and Gilberts method was based on cutting DNA at 
the specific bases and radioactive labeling. It was initially more successful than Sangers 
method, since purified DNA could be directly sequenced, but it gradually fell out of use due 
to its technical complexity and use of hazardous materials.  Sanger used  a chain-terminator 
method with fluorescently labeled 2`, 3`-didedoxynucleotide triphosphates (ddNTP). These 
bases terminate chain elongation, creating fragments of a unique length for each bp in the 
fragment. Another advance in sequencing technology came with the introduction of Dye-
primer sequencing combined with computer-based optical reading of differently colored 
fluorescent fragments, which set a new standard for high-throughput sequencing (Smith et al. 
1986). Todays technology is based on a Dye-terminator method, where ddNTP’s are labeled 
with different fluorescent dyes used in a standard PCR reaction. The labeled fragments are 
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analyzed in a DNA sequencer, which separates the fragments by capillary electrophoresis and 
creates fluorescent peak trace chromatograms. 
 
Sequencing in Entry vectors is disturbed by the Att1 site, and it is therefore recommended to 
use Destination vectors for sequencing inserted genes. 
 
Procedure: 
The following were mixed in PCR tubes on ice:  
200-300 ng plasmid template 
2 µl Big-Dye v3.1 
1 µl primer 
4 µl Sequencing buffer 
Water to 20 µl 
 
PCR program: 
Initial denaturing cycle 96 °C, 5 minute 
 
Denaturation, 96 °C 10 seconds        
Annealing, 50 °C 10 seconds                  25 cycles                                  
Elongation, 60 °C, 4 minutes    
Hold, 4 °C ∞ 
 
2.2.11 Analyzing protein interactions by immunoprecipitation (IP) 
The principle of IP is to purify a protein from a solution by using an antibody. The protein is 
first expressed in vitro or in vivo with an antigen-tag that is recognized by the antibody. After 
the antibody has bound the protein, the complex is pulled out from the solution. This is 
traditionally done by using protein A, G or L-coated agarose or sepharose beads, which 
recognizes and binds a wide variety of antibodies. To test if two proteins interact, both 
proteins are translated in vivo, but only one is tagged with an antigen that the antibody can 
recognize. If the two proteins interact, the untagged protein precipitates together with the 
tagged protein. This is called co-immunoprecipitation. To visualize the precipitated protein(s), 
they are first separated from the beads by boiling and then run through SDS PAGE. The 
protein bands can then be visualized in several different ways, eg. by western blot or 
autoradiography (if radiolabeled). 
 
Procedure for In-vitro Co-immunoprecipitation: 
In vitro translation: 
Assay buffer (N=numer of translation assays) 
N x 12.5 µl Reticulocyte lysate 
N x 1.0 µl TNT buffer 
N x 0.5 µl aa mix without Met 
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N x 0.5 µl 35S-Met (37 MBq/100µl) 
N x 0.5 µl Met 
N x 0.5 µl TNT T7 polymerase        
N x 0.5 µl Cloned RNasin Inhibitor  
 
In vitro translation assay:    
The following were mixed in eppendorf tubes on ice; 
Controls (one plasmid) 
0.25 µg of each plasmid 
H2O → 4.5 µl 
8.0 µl assay buffer 
 
Co-immunoprecipitation (two plasmids) 
0.5 µg of each plasmid 
H2O → 9 µl 
16.0 µl assay buffer 
 
In-vitro assay translation mix was incubated at 30 °C for 90 minutes  
After incubation, 3 µl of the vitro translated mix was taken to use as input 
15 µl 2x SDS gel loading buffer and 200 mM DTT was added to the inputs 
The input were boiled for 5 minutes and stored at -20°C 
 
Preparation of Protein A Sepharose or agarose beads. 
NB - cut pipette tips were always used when pipetting beads. 
30 µl beads solution were used per assay 
Beads were washed three times in chilled NETN buffer 
Half the beads were saturated with 2%BSA (in PBS) at room temperature for 30 minutes, and then washd three 
times with chilled NETN buffer. 
 
22 µl in-vitro translated protein was mixed with 200 µl NETN buffer with protease inhibitor and 15 µl BSA-
saturated Protein A-Sepharose beads 
Incubation at 4 °C for 10 minutes 
Centrifugation at 4 °C, 25 seconds at 13000 (sepharose)/2500 (agarose) rpm 
Supernatant was transferred to a new tube and 1 µl antibody was added 
Incubation at 4 °C for 45 minutes 
15 µl BSA-saturated Protein A-sepharose beads was added to the mix 
Incubation at 4 °C for 20 minutes 
 The mix was washed five times in chilled NETN buffer without inhibitor 
After the last wash the supernatant was completely removed 
15 µl 2xSDS gel loading buffer with 200 mM DTT was added to the mix 






2.2.12 Recombinant protein production 
Proteins used for GST-pulldowns in this study were produced using a T7 late promoter 
system in E.coli BL21(DE3). This strain contains a copy of the T7 gene 1 that is under control 
of a lac promoter. Induction of isopropyl-beta-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) will promote 
the synthesis of T7 RNA polymerase which will bind to the T7 promoter in the pDest 
expression vector and drive the expression of the target cDNA. 
 
Procedure: 
To create a GST-fusion protein, the gene must first be inserted in a pDest15 vector. 
This vector is then transformed into bacterial strain BL(21)DE3 which contains T7 polymerase 
A single colony was inoculated in 5 ml LB media and set for shaking at 37°C overnight. 
The 5ml overnight culture was added to 100 ml prewarmed 2xTY with Amp 
Grown at 37 °C to OD600=0,5-0,9 
50 µl IPTG was added and bottle was transferred to gentle shaking at room temperature.  
(For proteins with zinc-finger, add Zn-sulphate (100 µl 0.1 M to 100 ml)) 
Grown for 3-4 hours at room temperature 
The culture was Transferred to 250 ml ultracentrifuge containers and kept on ice for some minutes 
Centrifugation, 10 min 5000 rpm, 4 °C 
The supernatant was removed and the pellet was dissolved in 4 ml ice-cold lysis buffer added lysozyme and 
DTT 
While kept on ice for 20 minutes, each culture were transferred to 3 Nunc-tubes 
10% triton-X100 (150 µl to 1,5 ml) was added and tubed were inverted to mix  
Frozen at  -70 °C 
Proteins that were going to be purified were first thawed on ice 
Proteins were sonicated for 3x10 seconds on ice 
Sonicated lysates were transferred to two eppendorf tubes and centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 10 min, 4 °C 
GST beads were prepared by washing three times in cold PBS-buffer. Final conc. was 50%. 
Two eppendorf tubes were filled with 100 µl washed GST-beads 
Supernatant from centrifuged lysates were added  and then incubated for 1 hour at rotating wheel, 4 °C 
Beads were washed three times with cold PBS, the last washing step was done with PBS+Inhibitors 
10 µl beads were prepared for SDS-PAGE to check protein concentration 
Beads were used within one week 
 
2.2.13 Analyzing protein interactions by GST-Pulldown 
The GST-pulldown assay is used to an analyze protein interactions (quantitative or 
qualitative) between a glutathione-S-transferase (GST) fusion protein and potential 
interactants in a solution (Kaelin et al. 1991). The probing protein is produced as a GST-
fusion protein and purified using glutathione sepharose beads. The protein-bead complex can 
then be used to pull target protein(s) from cell lysates out of solution. Potential target 
protein(s) can also be in-vitro translated with [35]S-Met and then incubated with the probing 
protein. Washing steps with a detergent buffer removes unspecific interactions. Proteins 
interacting with the probing protein are separated by boiling and run on SDS-PAGE. The gel 
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is then stained to examine the amount of GST-protein and finally developed to visualize 
radiolabeled proteins. As a negative control, the target proteins are tested for interaction 
against GST. 
 
GST-fusion proteins that have been attached to glutathione sepharose beads should be used 
within a week, as the interaction weakens over time. 
 
Procedure: 
Proteins were produced and purified as described in section 2.2.12. Purified GST-fusion proteins were run on 
SDS-PAGE and stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue to measure the amount of protein. 
NB - cut pipette tips were always used when pipetting beads. 
 
In vitro translation: 
Assay buffer (N=numer of translation assays, one translation assay is enough for two pulldowns) 
N x 12.5 µl Reticulocyte lysate 
N x 1.0 µl TNT buffer 
N x 0.5 µl aa mix without Met 
N x 0.5 µl 35S-Met (37 MBq/100µl) 
N x 0.5 µl Met 
N x 0.5 µl TNT T7 polymerase        
N x 0.5 µl Cloned RNasin Inhibitor  
 
In vitro translation assay:    
The following were mixed in eppendorf tubes on ice: 
0.5 µg plasmid 
H2O → 9 µl 
16.0 µl assay buffer 
Iin-vitro assay translation mix was incubated for 90 min at 30°C 
3 µl in-vitro assay translation mix was taken out for input and stored on ice. 
Empty GST-beads were washed two times in cold  NETN buffer 
The remaining 22 µl in-vitro assay translation mix was cleared for unspecific binding with 10 µl 50% GST-
proteins on glutathione-agarose beads and 100 µl NETN buffer with protease inhibitor.  
Incubation on rotating wheel for 30 min at 4ºC.  
Centrifugation at 13000 rpm 4°C. Supernatant was transferred to new tube  
GST-protein on beads was washed 2x in NETN buffer 
5-15 µl GST-protein was added to each pre-cleared in vitro translate. Empty GST-beads were used to increase 
the amount of beads to 25 µl. Also NETN buffer with inhibitors was added if the volume was low (<100µl) 
Incubation on rotating wheel for 60 minutes, 4 °C 
Mix was washed five times with cold NETN buffer without protease inhibitors 
After the last wash the supernatant was completely removed 
20 µl loading buffer was added to each sample and input 
GST-pulldown samples and inputs were boiled for 5 minutes 
Centrifugation at 13000 rpm for 1 minute 
The samples were then frozen at -20 C or run with SDS-PAGE 




2.2.14  Separating proteins by SDS - Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 
The first publications on the use of acrylamide gels to separate proteins came in 1959 
(Raymond and Weintraub 1959).  The proteins are separated based on size and charge when 
being transported through the gel by an electrical current. Varying the concentration of 
polyacrylamide will change the size of the pores, and this will influence the migration of the 
proteins. Prior to loading the gel, the proteins are boiled with DTT and SDS, which denatures 
the proteins and gives them a net negative charge. A low concentration stacking gel is used to 
concentrate the proteins at the top of the separating gel. The separating gel is longer and has 
an optimal acrylamide concentration for separating the proteins according to size. 100 kDa 




The following was mixed: 
8% separating gel  4% stacking gel 
9.8 ml H20   6.4 ml H20 
5 ml separating gel buffer  2.5 ml concentrating gel buffer 
5 ml acrylamide   1 ml acrylamide 
200 µl APS   100 µl APS 
20 µl TEMED   10 µl TEMED 
 
NB: The stacking gel should not be made until the separating gel is complete and has polymerized 
Separating gel was added  to a gel casting system.  
Gel was left to polymerize for 20 minutes 
Comb was inserted and concentrating gel was added 
After polymerization, The gel was transferred to an electrophoresis system and add electrophoresis buffer was 
added.Thick gels (2mm) were run at 20-30 mA until the blue line (gel loading buffer) reached the bottom of the 
gel 
Gels were transferred to two sheets of paper and dried for 2 hours in a Gel Dryer 
Gels with radiolabeled proteins were transferred to an  imaging plate for approximately 12 hours. The 
developing time depended on the strength of the signal. 
The imaging plates were then scanned using an autoradiograph 
 
2.2.15 Agrobacterium mediated transformation of Arabidopsis thaliana 
Agrobacterium tumerifaciens was first identified 100 years ago as the causing agent of crown 
gall disease (Smith and Townsend 1907). During the seventies it was discovered that the 
bacteria contains a tumor inducing plasmid (Ti) that is transferred and stably integrated into 
the plant host genome. Removing the tumor inducing parts of the Ti plasmid while keeping 
the parts required for gene transfer enabled the use of Agrobacterium as a plant 
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transformation vector (P. Zambryski 1983). The method is still in use today and is probably 
the most cost-effective way to achieve stable plant transformation. Agrobacterium can be used 
to transfect a wide range of plants, but it also targets other eukaryotic cells and has been 
explored as a transfection vector for yeast and fungi (Bundock et al. 1995, de Groot et al. 
1998). Ideally, the gene of interest is first knocked out and then complemented by introducing 
the same gene fused to a marker protein. When knockout mutants are not available, the 
transformation is done with wild type plants. Most commonly the gene is controlled by a 
cauliflower mosaic virus 35S promoter which ensures that the gene will be constitutively 
expressed throughout the plant.  
 
The Agrobacterium strain used in this study has a helper plasmid that contains the T-DNA 
transfer genes as well as RifR, GentR and glufosinateR. All expression vectors used in plant 
transformation contains a 35S constitutively active promoter. 
 
Chemically competent agrobacterium was made using an overnight liquid culture grown in Rif+Gent YEB. The 
culture was at OD600=0.5-0.6. The cells were centrifuged at and the pellet was dissolved in ….100µl batches is 
transeferred to eppendorf tubes and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen or dry ice. Cells are then kept at -80°C. 
One batch of 100ul is used for one transformation. The competent Agrobacterium was thawed on ice and then 
mixed with 300-500ng of plasmid, immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen, thawed, and then transferred to a 37°C 
waterbath for 2 minutes (heatshock). 
Each batch is then transferred to 2ml prewarmed SOC media and set for shaking (300rpm) at 27-30°C for 
2hours. After incubation, 150 ul of each batch were plated on selective (Rif+plasmid encoded antibiotic 
resistance) LB plates. The plates were incubated at 27-30°C. 
When colonies have started forming, usually after three days, individual colonies can be picked for liquid 
cultures in 10 ml LB media with the same antibiotic mix as the plates. These are then grown overnight before 
performing PCR to verify that the desired plasmid is present. 
When the cultures have been verified to contain the desired plasmid they are grown until the density is high 
enough for transformation (OD600~1). The cells are spun down and resuspended in 2ml  5% sucrose. 
Transformation of Arabidopsis is performed on plants where floral buds had developed but where the flowers 
were not yet open. The plants are grown for a period at 12°C to make big rosettes without flowers, and then 
transferred to 20°C for budding. Open flowers cannot be transformed and should be cut away to increase the 
relative amount of transformed seeds. This removal of open flowers also induces formation of new buds. 
For each transformation (each constructs) it is advised to use more than one plant, preferably 3-6 individuals. 
The 2 ml sucrose suspension with agrobacterium was supplemented with 1µl Silwet L-77 just before starting the 
transformation. 
The method used for transformation is floral-dip. Small drops of agrobacterium suspension were pipetted onto 
the buds with a Pasteur pipette. About half of the suspension can be kept overnight to repeat the floral-dip the 
next day, which increases the rate of transformation. This generation of transformed plants is now called T0. 
After the floral-dip, plants were put into optimal light and temperature conditions for seeding. 
Seeds from the T0generation are sowed in a very dense carpet in large surface area pots, and then stratified for 
three days. When the seedlings of the T1 generation were about 1 week old they were sprayed with an aqueous 
1mM  glufosinate ammonium solution (Finale), which interferes with the biosynthetic pathway of glutamate and 
detoxification of ammonium,  killing the untransformed seedlings The plants were given one treatment every 
second day, three treatments in total. About 40 (minimum 20) of the surviving plants were replanted and left to 
grow rosettes. These plants are then checked for expression of the protein of interest by western blot. Good 
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candidates are replanted and left to seed, producing the T2generation. Seeds from the T2 generation can be used 
as the basis of plants in experiments. 
 
In this study, a total of 17 different constructs were created to be used in protoplast and whole 
plant transformations. The following table describes each construct: 
Table 2.13: Constructs used for in Agrobacterium-mediated transformation of Arabidopsis thaliana. 
Construct Description  
AtNBR1 pB2GW7 AtNBR1 in an overexpression vector 
AtNBR1 pB2WG7 AtNBR1 in an antisense overexpression vector 
AtNBR1 ∆UBA1+2 pB2GW7 AtNBR1 ∆UBA3 in an overexpression vector 
AtNBR1 ∆UBA1+2 pB2WG7 AtNBR1 ∆UBA3 in an antisense overexpression vector 
AtNBR1 pEarleygate104  AtNBR1 with a N-terminal YFP-tag 
AtNBR1 ∆UBA1+2 pEarleygate 104 AtNBR1 ∆UBA3 with a N-terminal YFP-tag 
AtNBR1 D60A pEarleygate 104 AtNBR1 D60A with a N-terminal YFP-tag 
Cherry-AtNBR1 pEarleygate 104 AtNBR1 with a N-terminal double tag, YFP and Cherry  
ECFP-AtNBR1 pEarleygate 104 AtNBR1 with a N-terminal double tag, YFP and ECFP  
ECFP-AtNBR1 ∆UBA1+2 pEarleygate 
104 
AtNBR1 ∆UBA3 with a N-terminal double tag, YFP and ECFP  
ECFP-AtNBR1 pB2GW7 AtNBR1 with and N-terminal ECFP-tag 
ECFP-AtNBR1 ∆UBA1+2 pB2GW7 AtNBR1 ∆UBA3 with a N-terminal double tag , YFP and ECFP 
∆end-AtNBR1 pB7FWG2,0 ∆end AtNBR1 with a C-terminal EGFP tag 
∆end-NBR1 pB7FWG2,0 ∆end NBR1 with a C-terminal EGFP tag 
∆end-p62 pB7FWG2,0 ∆end p62 with a C-terminal EGFP tag 
NBR1 pEarleygate104 NBR1 with an N-terminal YFP-tag 
p62 pEarleygate104 P62 with an N-terminal YFP-tag 
 
 
2.2.15 Analyzing protein expression by Western blot 
Western blotting is a useful method for the identification and quantification of specific 
proteins. The proteins are transferred to a membrane (typically nitrocellulose or 
polyvinylidene Fluoride -PVDF), either by directly loading a protein sample on the membrane 
or by transferring proteins from SDS-PAGE. Specific antibodies can then be used to detect 
proteins of interest. The method was first described in the late 70’s as the protein counterpart 
of DNA southern blot (Burnette 1981, Towbin et al. 1979) The Dot Blot is a useful way of 
blotting many protein samples onto a membrane. The apparatus typically consists of a 96- or 
150 well loading plate, which is then coupled to a vacuum chamber. The membrane is placed 
between and retains the proteins from the solution that passes through. 
 
100 mg leaf samples of transformed Arabidopsis (T1 generation) were collected and frozen at -80°C. The 
samples were then homogenized in a Quiagen tissuelyser using 3mm tungsten beads. Wild type (Col) 
Arabidopsis was used as negative control, and a transgenic Arabidopsis line containing a chloroplast-targeted 
GFP (Marques et al. 2004) was used as positive control. This line was kindly provided by Dr. J.P. Marques 
(MLU Halle-Wittenberg). 400 µl PEB(+1 mM DTT) was added to each sample, vortexed, and then boiled for 5 
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minutes. After boiling, samples were cooled for 30 seconds on ice, then centrifuged for 15 minutes at 14000rpm. 
100 µl of the supernatant was diluted in 400 µl water.  
A dot-blot apparatus was used to blot the protein sample onto a 45µ PVDF membrane. ThePVDF membrane was 
first wetted in 100% methanol and then washed in water before being placed in the Dot Blot. Vacuum was 
applied using water suction. 400 µl of the diluted protein extract was blotted to a membrane used for antibody 
detection, while 50 µl diluted protein extract was added to a second membrane used for commassie staining. The 
wells were then washed with 400 µl water. 
The membranes used for antibody detection were first blocked in a 4% dry-milk TBST solution overnight (4°C). 
After washing in TBST the membranes were incubated in 1:500 αGFP antibody in TBST for one hour at room 
temperature. Membranes were washed again and incubated in a 1:1000 α-Rabbit HRP-conjugated antibody 
TBST solution for one hour at room temperature. The membranes were then thoroughly washed. All incubating 
and washing steps were done with gentle shaking.The chemiluminescent signal was developed in a Pierce 
SuperSignal® for 5-10 minutes (depending on the strength of the signal). 
The membrane used for Coomassie staining was washed in 50% methanol after blotting to remove some of the 
chlorophyll, then incubated for 10 minutes in a Coomassie solution. The membrane was then washed in Destain 
I and  Destain II, to remove excess color. Pictures were taken using a Gel-doc and Fluor-S MAX from BioRad. 
 
2.2.16 PEG-mediated transformation of Arabidopsis protoplast cells 
In plant science, protoplasts are defined as plant cells lacking the cell wall. The word is 
derived from greek meaning to mould or plastic, referring to the first organized body of a 
species. This is descriptive of plant protoplasts, since the fluid mosaic characteristics of the 
plant membrane makes the cell more susceptible to manipulation. The isolation of plant 
protoplasts was first described in 1892 (Klercker 1892) and has since then been widely used 
in plant research. Protoplasts have the ability to take up DNA from their surroundings, which 
can be induced either chemically or by electroporation. This provides a relatively fast way of 
transforming plant cells to look at in vivo expression of tagged proteins. However, when 
experimenting with protoplasts it should always be taken into consideration that the cells are 
under stress and may therefore not exhibit natural characteristics. Gene expression has been 
shown to change during protoplastation (Kalbin et al. 1999). All expression vectors used in 





NB – all work was done under sterile conditions and pipetting of protoplasts were done with cut tips 
 
One week old Arabidopsis cell culture was collected in 50 ml falcon tubes 
Centrifugation for 5 minutes at 1500 rpm  
Supernatant was discarded, 25 ml Enzyme solution was added and filled to 50 ml with MS-0,34M GM. The 
pellet was dissolved by inerting the tube gently 
 Suspension was carefully transferred to two large petridishes and set for gentle shaking in dark.  
The speed should was set to form one continuous wave going around the petridish. 
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After 1 hour the rate of protoplastation  in light microscope. Protoplasts should be round and not clumped 
together. If needed, the cells were left for digestion longer. 
5 ml cut pipette tip was used to transfer the protoplast  to two 50 ml falcon tubes 
Centrifugation at 800 rpm for 5 minutes, without brakes 
Supernatant was carefully discarded and pellet dissolved in 25 ml MS-0,34 M GM 
Centrifugation at 800 rpm for 5 minutes, without brakes 
Supernatant was carefully discarded and pellet dissolved in 5 ml MS-0,28 M sucrose 
Pellets were combined in a 12 ml falcon tube and centrifuged for 5 minutes at 800 rpm, without brakes 
Three separate layers formed, and the top layer was healthy protoplasts 
Protoplasts were transferred to eppendorf tubes with cut pipette tip. 
50 µl protoplasts were transferred to 2ml flat bottomed eppendorf tube (one transformation) 
5-15 µg DNA was added. The concentration was above 1µg/µl. Purer DNA = better transformation 
150 µl PEG was immediately added, and the suspension was mixed carefully by ticking against the tube 
Incubation 15-30 minutes in dark 
Protoplasts were washed by adding 500 µl 0,275 M Ca(NO3)2, waiting for 1 minute then adding 500 µl more 
Centrifugation at 800 rpm for seven minutes 
Solution was removed with pipette and protoplast pellet was dissolved in 500 µl MS-0,34 M GM 
Eppendorf  was left on the side and in darkness for 12-48 hours 
Microscopy was performed 24-48 hours after transformation 
After 72 h most protoplast had died 
 
2.2.17 Transformation of onion epidermal cells using Gene gun 
This method of transformation was developed during the 80’s as a rather unsophisticated 
method of introducing DNA into a cell. The basic principle is to coat heavy metal particles 
(usually 1µm gold beads) with plasmid DNA, then shooting the particles at a cell preparative. 
Some of the beads will enter the nucleus, and in some cells this will cause a transient 
transformation. By using DNA that can integrate with the genome it is also possible to create 
stably transformed cells. It provides a fast way of transforming almost any type of cell, and 
for these reasons it remains in use today. The obvious downside is that the blast causes 
damage to the tissue, and many of the cells die. The transformation rate is low, and a 
transformed cell is perforated with hundreds of metal particles, which possibly induces 
changes in gene expression. When used for live cell imaging, this method should therefore be 
an indicative approach for further experiments or to complement results from other 
experiments. All expression vectors used in ballistic plant transformation contains a 35S 
constitutively active promoter. 
 
Procedure: 
Onion epidermis was cut into 2x2 cm large squares and placed on ½ MS (-sucrose) plates 
Preparation of gold particles: 
Gold particles was washed with 100% EtOH and centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 90 seconds 
EtOH was discarded and gold particles were left to dry 
Gold particle concentration  was adjusted with dH2O to 2 mg gold per 50 µl 
50 µl was used for one batch of DNA 
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Covering gold particles with DNA: 
5-10 µg plasmid DNA was mixed with a 50 µl gold particle aliquot 
20 µl spermidin and 50 µl CaCl2 were put into the lid of the cap 
The lid of the eppendorf was closed, and then the eppendorf was tapped against the table so that the solutions 
were mixed and the solution was immediately vortexed for two minutes 
Centrifugation at 2000 rpm for 2 minutes  
Supernatant was discarded and the DNA-covered particles was washed with 250 µl 100% EtOH,  
The EtOH was removed and 50 µl 100% EtOH was added. Resuspended by pipetting. 
Before using the particle gun: 
Select/adjust bombardment parameters for gap distance between rupture disk retaining cap and microcarrier 
launch assembly. Placement of stopping screen support in proper position inside fixed nest of microcarrier 
launch assembly. 
Check helium supply (200 psi excess of desired rupture pressure) 
 
Equipment was cleaned: rupture disk, retaining cap, microcarrier launch assembly 
Microcarriers were washed in 100% EtOH and dried completely 
Microcarriers were coated  with DNA and loaded onto sterile microcarriers, then left to dry 
One aliquot of gold particles was enough to cover four microcarriers,  
Vacuum chamber was sterilized with 70% EtOH 
The sterilized rupture disk was loaded into sterile retaining cap 
The retaining cap  was secured to the end of the gas acceleration tube and then tightened with atorque wrench 
Macrocarrier and stopping screen was inserted into microcarrier launch assembly 
Microcarrier, launch assembly and target cells were placed in chamber and close door 
Vacuum was set to desired level and fire button was pressed until pressure was high enough to burst the rupture 
disk. 


















2.2.18 Transfection of mammalian HeLa-cells 
Transient transfection of HeLa cells was carried out using METAFECTENE® from Biontex. 
METAFECTENE® is a polycationic reagent based on liposome technology. The method is 
based on capturing condensed DNA/RNA in a lipid membrane, which then fuses to the 
plasma membrane of the cell and delivers the DNA/RNA. After Transfection, the cells are 
grown for 24-48 hours and then fixed, stopping all processes in and around the cell and 
preserving the cells for microscopy. The fixation is also necessary for subsequent staining 
procedures that are too toxic to be done on live cells. All expression vectors used in 
transfection of HeLa cells contains the human CMV promoter. 
 
Procedure: 
30 µl MEM (no antibiotics) was mixed with 0,1µg DNA in an eppendorf tube. For co-transfections, 0,1 µg of 
each DNA was added. 
30 µl MEM (no serum or antibiotics) was mixed with 0,5 µl Metafectene in a separate eppendorf tube 
The DNA containing MEM was added to the Metafectene containing MEM and incubated for 15 minutes. This 
is then added to a single well of HeLa cells along with 140 µl MEM with antibiotics. 
 
2.2.19 Fluorescence and confocal microscopy 
Fluorescence microscopy: 
A fluorescence microscope is used to study a sample that contains fluorescent molecules. A 
standard fluorescence microscope is basically a light microscope with the added property of 
fluorescence detection. This consists of a source of excitation light, and filters to separate the 
weak emitted light from the strong excitation light. Fluorescence microscopy is much used in 
biological sciences, where fluorescent tags such as the GFP makes it possible to visualize 
cells and cellular components. 
 
Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM): 
In a confocal microscope the light is focused at a desired focal plane, which gives a higher 
degree of lateral and axial resolution than traditional light microscopy. When used in 
fluorescence microscopy, the confocal microscope excludes “out of focus” florescent signal, 
thus providing a sharper image. The Confocal laser scanning microscope is most widely used 
today, and employs lasers to scan the specimen. Images are acquired point-by-point and 






See table 2.9-2.12 for descriptions of microscopes and settings.  
Protoplasts were imaged on standard objective glass with cover slip. 
Images of mammalian HeLa cells were taken directly in 8-well growing chambers. 
 
 
2.2.20 The green fluorescent protein - GFP 
The green fluorescent protein was first isolated 50 years ago from the jellyfish Aequorea 
Victoria by Shimomura and coworkers (Shimomura et al. 1962), but it was not until the 90’s, 
when the primary structure was solved,  that scientists started using the GFP as a tool in 
molecular biology (Chalfie et al. 1994, Inouye and Tsuji 1994, Prasher et al. 1992). Since 
then, GFP has become one of the most important tools for illuminating cellular structures as 
well as tissues and organs of multicellular organisms (eg. C.elegans and D. rerio.) By 
manipulating the structure of GFP through point mutations, different kinds of fluorescent 
proteins has been developed that have enhanced luminescence and/or different 
absorbtion/emission spectra, work which has been pioneered by Roger Tsien and coworkers 
(Heim et al. 1995). Today, scientists can choose between fluorescent proteins of practically 





























A protein sequence alignment shows that the Arabidopsis thaliana protein sequence Q9SB64 
shares sequence similarity with NBR1 (see figure 3.1).  
 
 
Figure 3.1: Alignment of protein sequences from Q9SB64 and NBR1. Top row: Human NBR1. Bottom row: 
Arabidopsis Q9SB64. Black boxes indicate sequence identity while gray boxes indicate sequence similarity.   
These findings suggest that the uncharacterized protein Q9SB64 (hereafter referred to as 
AtNBR1) may be the Arabidopsis homologue to mammalian NBR1. A multiple sequence 
alignment of nine homologues of AtNBR1 from different plant species shows that all nine 
proteins contain four conserved regions (see appendix, figure 6.2); An N-terminal PB1 
domain, a zinc-finger domain, two C-terminal UBA domains and a conserved region that 
constitutes a globular domain (figure 3.2). This suggests that AtNBR1 is conserved 
throughout the plant kingdom, and further strengthens the identification of the protein 
domains of AtNBR1. 
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PB1 UBA2ZZ UBA1Glob. domain
 
Figur 3.2: Regions of high sequence similarity in orthologues of AtNBR1 from nine different plant species. 
Illustration based on multiple sequence alignment of nine homologues of AtNBR1 (see appendix, figure 6.5). 
Red regions are conserved in all nine homologues, and a putative identification of domains is indicated. 
 
3.1 AtNBR1 self-interacts via its N-terminal PB1 domain  
The COILS computer program can be used to test whether a protein contains putative CCs, 
creating a prediction based on a similarity score to other well known CCs (Lupas et al. 
1991).When analyzing NBR1 and p62 we find that NBR1 contains two possible CCs, none is 




Mammalian NBR1 has a Type I PB1 domain that contains only the OPCA motif, while p62 
contains a Type I/II PB1 domain. When looking at the PB1 domain of AtNBR1, we find that 
it contains the OPCA motif and the conserved Lys, placing it in the Type I/II group together 
with p62 (see figure 3.4). In addition, it contains two arginines in the second β-sheet that has 
 
been shown to be important in p62 binding to
al. 2003).  
 
Figur 3.4: Alignment of PB1 protein sequences.
regions of the PB1 Domain. P62 and 
motif (figure modified from (Sumimoto, et al. 2007)
second β-sheet (blue box) which in known to be important in p62 PB1 interactions  
 
 
The electrostatic surface potential of PB1 in 
charged interaction surfaces are 
AtNBR1 may be able to form 
with two other proteins. A similar distribution of positive and negative charge was reported 
for the PB1 domain of p62, and is required for









 PKC and in p62 self-interaction 
 Conserved amino acids in the basic (blue) and acidic (red) 
AtNBR1 is both in the typeI/II category, with a conserved Lys and OPCA 
. Also shown is  a basic cluster of two arginines in the 
(Lamark, et al. 2003)
AtNBR1 shows that the positive
located on opposite sides (see figure 3.5).
homo-oligomers, as each protein has the potential to interact 





ly and negatively 
 This suggests that 




Figure 3.5: Computer generated model of the PB1 domain of AtNBR1. Left: Simplified ribbon diagram of 
the structure of PB1 in Q9SB64 with acidic amino acids highlighted in red and basic amino acids highlighted in 
blue. Acidic amino acids; D60, E61, D62, G63 and D64. Basic amino acids; K11, R19 and R20. Created in ICM-
Browser. Right: Electrostatic surface potential of the AtNBR1 PB1 domain, as predicted by homology to the 
PB1 domain of pkciota. The model is based on web homology modeling (http://tardis.nibio.go.jp/fugue/) and 
viewed in Swiss PDB viewer (http://spdbv.vital-it.ch/). 
 
 
The N-terminal type I/II PB1 domain is responsible for the self-polymerization of p62, and 
the acidic and basic residues that are essential for the self-interaction of p62 have been 
characterized (Lamark, et al. 2003). Having established that AtNBR1 also contains a type I/II 
PB1 domain, AtNBR1 may also be able to self-interact through interaction of PB1. Based on 
the sequence alignment in figure 3.4, four point mutations in AtNBR1 were chosen and 
expected to have a negative effect on AtNBR1 PB1-interaction. The residues mutated in 
AtNBR1 correspond to the residues that are most important in p62 self-interaction. Two 
positively charged amino acids within the basic cluster, K11 and R19, and two negatively 
charged amino acids within the acidic OPCA-motif, D60 and D73, were mutated to the 
neutrally charged alanine by site-specific mutagenesis. 
 
To test if ATNBR1 self-interacts, two series of co-immunoprecipitation experiments were 
performed. In the first series of experiments (figure 3.6 B), myc- and GFP-tagged AtNBR1 
were co-translated using the TNT-T7 Rabbit reticulate lycate system (Promega). GFP-
AtNBR1 was precipitated with α-GFP antibodies and self-interaction indicated by the co-
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precipitation of myc-AtNBR1. In the second series of experiments (figure 3.6 C), HA-
AtNBR1 was co-translated with untagged AtNBR1 (resulting from the use of two native start 
codons present in the same plasmid). HA-AtNBR1 was precipitated with α-HA antibodies and 
self-interaction indicated by the co-precipitation of AtNBR1. The results presented in figure 
3.6 shows that AtNBR1 is able to interact with itself. To test if the PB1 domain of AtNBR1 is 
responsible for self-interaction, the experiments were performed with AtNBR1 point mutants 
(see figure 3.6 B and C).  
 
 
Figure 3.6: The PB1 domain of AtNBR1 is responsible for self interaction of the protein. A: Scehamtic 
drawing of the domain organization of AtNBR1 and sequence of the PB1 domain with the relevant point mutants 
indicated. B: Co-immunoprecipitation with full-length AtNBR1, wt and point mutants. Myc-tagged AtNBR1 (wt 
or the indicated mutants) was in vitro co-translated together with GFP-tagged AtNBR1 (wt or the indicated 
mutants) in the presence of [35]Smethionine, and precipitated using an αGFP antibody. Immunoprecipitated and 
co-precipitated proteins as well as in vitro translated proteins corresponding to 10% of the input were resolved 
by SDS-PAGE and detected by autoradiography. Negativ control: immunoprecipitation, myc-AtNBR1, Positive 
control; immunoprecipitation, GFP-AtNBR1. C: Co-immunoprecipitation with full-length AtNBR1, wt and 
point mutants. HA-tagged AtNBR1 (wt or the indicated mutants) was in vitro translated in the presence of [35]S-
methionine, and precipitated using an αHA antibody. Immunoprecipitated and co-precipitated proteins as well as 




The results presented in figure 3.6 shows that self-interaction of AtNBR1 requires a 
functional PB1 domain. All four PB1 point mutants lose the ability to self-interact (figure 3.6 
B and C), while an interaction was observed between a basic motif mutant and an acidic 
OPCA mutant (figure 3.6 B, last lane). This means that a basic point mutant is able to interact 
with an acidic point mutant. An additional interaction experiment was carried out using the 
isolated PB1 domain of AtNBR1 (amino acid 1-100). The PB1 domain was isolated by 
traditional cloning and point mutants were created as in the full-length protein. The wt PB1 
and all four point mutants were then expressed as GST-fusion proteins and used in a GST-




Figure 3.7: The PB1-domain of AtNBR1 self-interacts through acidic residues of the OPCA motif and 
residues of the basic cluster. A: GST-pulldown assay using in-vitro translated [35]S-GFP-PB1 (wt or the 
indicated mutants) and GST- PB1 (wt or the indicated mutants) produced by coupled in vitro transcription and 
translation in the presence of [35]S-methionine and bacterial expression respectively. GST-tagged proteins and 
pulled-down proteins as well as in vitro translated proteins corresponding to 10% of the input were resolved by 
SDS-PAGE, stained using coomassie, and detected by autoradiography. B: quantitative representation of the 
interaction data shown in A. Y-axis values are set to percent total binding, based on input x 10. Results are mean 
values of three independent experiments with standard deviations indicated as bars. 
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Results shown in figure 3.7 are clearly suggestive of PB1 self-interaction through interaction 
between the positively and negatively charged interaction surfaces. While all four point 
mutants completely lost the ability to self-interact, the wild type PB1 domain showed a strong 
self-interaction. Based on the 10% input, the total amount of precipitated protein is calculated 
to approximately 30%. 
3.2 Only one of the two UBA domains of AtNBR1 binds ubiquitin 
AtNBR1 contains two predicted UBA domains in the C-terminal region and both these UBAs 
cantain the conserved amino acids predicted to create the Ub binding hydrophobic patch (see 
figure 3.8). A secondary structure prediction reveals that the position of the three helix bundle 




Figure 3.8: Amino acid sequence of selected UBA domains from human (Hs), Yeast (Sc) and Arabidopsis 
(At). The two bottom rows are the predicted UBA domains of AtNBR1. Highlighted in yellow are some of the 
amino acids that are conserved in all domains, and that have been found to constitute the hydrophobic binding 




Figur 3.9: Secondary structure prediction of UBA domains in AtNBR1. Amino acid sequence and schematic 
illustration of the predicted three helix bundle that constitutes the UBA domains of AtNBR1. Prediction was 
made using JPRED (http://www.compbio.dundee.ac.uk/www-jpred/). Also included is the sequence and location 
of the three α helix structures in the UBA domain of p62. (Evans et al. 2008).  
 
The main hypothesis about AtNBR1 having two UBA domains is that it binds poly-Ub 
stronger than a single UBA domain would. Also, having two domains might aid in selection 
of specific Ub-chains. To test this, GST pulldown was performed with in vitro translated 
AtNBR1 and GST-Ub and GST-4xUb (see figure 3.10). Deletion constructs of AtNBR1 was 
made to test if the binding of Ub could be attributed to one of the UBA domains, or if both 
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contribute to the binding. In addition, a monomeric D60A mutant of AtNBR1 was tested since 
polymerization of AtNBR1 may affect the binding properties of AtNBR1. 
 
Figure 3.10: AtNBR1 binds 4xUb and mono-Ub through UBA2. A: Structural representation of AtNBR1 and 
UBA deletion constructs (grey regions are deleted). B: GST-pulldown assay using in-vitro translated [35]S-Myc-
AtNBR1 (wt or the indicated mutants) and GST-Ub (mono and tetra) produced by coupled in vitro transcription 
and translation in the presence of [35]S-methionine and bacterial expression respectively. GST-tagged proteins 
and pulled-down proteins as well as in vitro translated proteins corresponding to 10% of the input were resolved 
by SDS-PAGE, stained using coomassie, and detected by autoradiography. C: quantitative representation of the 
interaction data shown in A. Y-axis values are set to percent total binding, based on input x 10. Results are mean 
values of three independent experiments with standard deviations indicated as bars. 
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The results from figure 3.10 show that AtNBR1 has the ability to bind Ub, and that the UBA2 
domain is responsible for this binding. Deletion of the UBA2-domain completely eliminates 
interaction with Ub, while deletion of the UBA1 domain has no significant negative effect on 
Ub binding. However, the strong binding observed between wt-AtNBR1 and 4xUb is reduced 
almost tenfold when using a monomeric point-mutant (D60A), indicating that polymerization 
is an important element in determining binding affinity to 4xUb. It was therefore necessary to 
verify these results by testing the binding capacity of the isolated UBA-domains, which would 
exclude the effect of polymerization. The results from this experiment are shown in figure 
3.11. Monomeric UBA2 is able to bind Ub while monomeric UBA1 does not show significant 
binding. Compared to full-length AtNBR1, the Ub binding capacity of UBA2 is considerably 
lower, and monomeric UBA2 binds more strongly to GST-Ub than to GST-4xUb. When 
comparing the binding efficiency of monomeric AtNBR1 and the isolated UBA1+2 domain, 
the binding is approximately the same (results not shown). This indicates that the UBA 





Figure 3.11: The isolated UBA2-domain of AtNBR1 binds Ub. A: Structural representation of AtNBR1 and 
UBA deletion constructs (grey regions are deleted). B: GST-pulldown assay using in-vitro translated [35]S-GFP-
UBA (UBA1, UBA2 or UBA1+2) and GST-Ub (mono and tetra) produced by coupled in vitro transcription and 
translation in the presence of [35]S-methionine and bacterial expression respectively. GST-tagged proteins and 
pulled-down proteins as well as in vitro translated proteins corresponding to 10% of the input were resolved by 
SDS-PAGE, stained using coomassie, and detected by autoradiography. C: quantitative representation of the 
interaction data shown in A. Y-axis values are set to percent total binding, based on input x 10. Results are mean 
values of three independent experiments with standard deviations indicated as bars. 
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3.3 AtNBR1 interacts with Arabidopsis homologues of ATG8. 
It has previously been shown that p62 and NBR1 are recruited to autophagosomes by binding 
to the LC3 and GABARAP family proteins (Kirkin, et al. 2009b, Pankiv, et al. 2007). 
Arabidopsis contains a family of nine ATG8 homologues (A-I), which all show sequence 
similarity to mammalian and yeast ATG8, and have been linked to the autophagic machinery 
of plants (see section 1.3). The following figure shows a phylogram of ATG8-orthologues 
from different organisms.  
 
Figur 3.12: Phyologram of ATG8 orthologues. Sc- Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Hs- Homo sapiens, Dm- 
Drosphila melanogaster, At- Arabidopsis thaliana. Generated using ClustalW. 
 
Given that AtNBR1 is the plant-counterpart of mammalian NBR1 and p62, it is assumed that 
AtNBR1 is able to bind AtATG8. This was tested by GST-pulldown assays using in vitro 
translated AtNBR1 against GST-coupled AtATG8 (see figure 3.13). 
 
 
Figure 3.13: AtNBR1 binds to AtATG8. A: GST-pulldown assay using in-vitro translated [35S]HA-AtNBR1 
and GST-AtATG8 (A,B,C,D,F,G) produced by coupled in vitro transcription and translation in the presence of 
[35S]-methionine and bacterial expression respectively. GST-tagged proteins and pulled-down proteins as well as 
in vitro translated proteins corresponding to 10% of the input were resolved by SDS-PAGE, stained using 
coomassie, and detected by autoradiography. C: quantitative representation of the interaction data shown in A. 
Y-axis values are set to percent total binding, based on input x 10. Results are mean values of three independent 
experiments with standard deviations indicated as bars. 
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AtATG8A, B, C, D, F and G were tested and found to bind AtNBR1. Out of these, AtATG8A 
showed the strongest binding, but B, C, D and F were also strong binders. AtATG8G and H 
(results not shown for AtATG8H) both showed significantly lower binding than all the other 
AtATG8s tested. The coomassie staining shows that AtATG8A comes out as two separate 
bands on the gel (figure 3.13, lane 2). Each of these bands is as strong as the individual bands 
of the other AtATG8s, and this may partially explain the difference in binding. The strong 
interaction between AtNBR1 and AtATG8A is not dependent on PB1 interaction, as a point 
mutation in the PB1 domain (D60A) did not affect binding (see figure 3.14 A).  
 
In order to further examine the role of AtNBR1 in autophagy it was necessary to map the 
AtATG8 interaction site. This would enable the creation of mutated AtNBR1 that is unable to 
bind AtATG8. If AtNBR1 is degraded by autophagy, losing the ability to bind ATG8 is 
expected to abolish any autophagic degradation of AtNBR1, as it can no longer associate with 
the autophagosome. To map the exact region of AtNBR1 that contains the ATG8-binding site, 
various deletion and isolation constructs of AtNBR1 were created. These constructs were then 






Figure 3.14: The region spanning amino acids 412-491 of AtNBR1 is sufficient for interaction with 
AtATG8A. GST-pulldown assay using in-vitro translated [35]S-myc-AtNBR1 (indicated mutant or truncated 
constructs) and GST-AtATG8A produced by coupled in vitro transcription and translation in the presence of 
[35]S-methionine and bacterial expression, respectively. GST-tagged proteins and pulled-down proteins as well as 
in ivtro translated proteins corresponding to 10% of the input were resolved by SDS-PAGE, stained using 
coomassie, and detected by autoradiography. A: GST-pulldown assay with monomeric deletion constructs of 
AtNBR1. B: GST-pulldown assay with polymeric deletion constructs of AtNBR1. C: GST-pulldown assay with 
isolated regions of AtNBR1. D: Structural representation of AtNBR1 constructs. 
The data presented in figure 3.14 is tentative, as only one set of data is included. None of the 
AtNBR1 deletion constructs failed to interact with ATATG8A, but two deletion constructs 
(∆412-617 and ∆617-704) displayed a weaker interaction (figure 3.14 A and B), indicating 
that there is more than one AtATG8 interaction region in AtNBR1. Deletion of amino acids 1-
412 did not result in loss of binding (figure 3.14 A), further indicating that the binding site 
was present between amino acid 412 and 704. An isolation construct of amino acids 493-617 
did not show binding, which mapped down the binding site to amino acids 412-493 and 617-
704 (figure 3.14 C). A fragment containing amino acids 412 and 491 was created, and this 
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piece of 79 amino acids was able to bind AtATG8A (figure 3.14 C). The UBA domains (617-
704) have not been tested separately for binding to AtATG8 and could possibly represent a 
second interaction surface. 
 
3.4 Experiments with AtNBR1 and ATATG8 in HeLa cells  
All transfections of HeLa cells were done using the Metafectene® system. Cells were fixed 24 
hours after transfection and all pictures were taken using a laser scanning confocal 
microscope (Zeiss). 
 
Mammalian p62 and NBR1 form aggregates when overexpressed in autophagy-deficient 
HeLa cells, and the aggregation is caused by a combination of self-polymerization and 
binding of ubiquitinated proteins (Bjørkøy, et al. 2005, Kirkin, et al. 2009b). The p62- 
containing aggregates are seen as round punctuate dots when visualized in HeLa cells, and 
upon deletion of the PB1 or UBA domain these structures are lost. Given that AtNBR1 is 
distinctly similar in structure to p62 and NBR1, and is able to self-polymerize and bind Ub, it 
is expected that AtNBR1 may be able to form similar structures when overexpressed in HeLa 
cells. To test this, AtNBR1 was expressed in HeLa cells using an N-terminal EGFP 




Figure 3.15: EGFP-AtNBR1 forms cytosolic aggregates when overexpressed in HeLa cells. HeLa cells 
transfected with EGFP-AtNBR1 show a large cytosolic accumulation of AtNBR1 containing aggregates. No 
signal can be detected in the nucleus. Bars are 10µm. 
 
As seen in figure 3.15, EGFP-tagged wt AtNBR1 forms cytosolic aggregates in HeLa cells.  
Having confirmed that AtNBR1 is able to form aggregates, the next step was to verify that the 
aggregation is dependent on the self-polymerization and Ub binding of AtNBR1. A PB1 point 
mutant and a UBA1+2 deletion mutant of AtNBR1 was tagged with N-terminal EGFP and 






Figure 3.16: EGFP-AtNBR1-K11A is diffusely distributed in the cytosol of transfected HeLa cells. N-
terminal EGFP-tagged AtNBR1 with a point mutation in the basic cluster of the PB1 domain (lysine to alanine) 





Figure 3.17: EGFP-AtNBR1-∆UBA1+2 is 
diffusely distributed in the cytosol of 
transfected HeLa cells. N-terminal EGFP-
tagged AtNBR1 lacking both UBA domains 
lose the ability to form cytosolic aggregates in 
HeLa cells. No signal can be detected in the 





The results presented in figure 3.16 show that AtNBR1 lost the ability to form cytosolic 
aggregates in HeLa cells when the PB1 domain is non-functional. Polymerization is necessary 
for aggregate formation. Removing the two UBA domains also results in loss of aggregate 
formation (figure 3.17), indicating that Ub binding is also necessary for aggregate formation.   
 
Mammalian lysosomes contain acid hydrolases that require a low pH to function. GFP is acid 
labile, with a pKa of 6.0 (Shaner et al. 2005). This results in a loss of fluorescence when GFP 
enters acidified compartments. The red fluorescent protein mCherry is more acid-stabile than 
GFP, and can therefore be used to visualize proteins that are recruited to acidic environments 
(Pankiv, et al. 2007, Shaner, et al. 2005).  In a recently described approach to fluorescent 
tagging, combing GFP and the red fluorescent protein mCherry in a double tag made it 
possible to deduce whether a protein is present in neutral or acidic compartments. In a neutral 
environment like the cytosol, both GFP and mCherry is functional and the emission spectra 
will overlap, while in an acidic environment the GFP will stop fluorescing leaving only the 
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red fluorescence of mCherry (Bjørkøy et al. 2009). This was used to demonstrate that p62 and 
NBR1 containing aggregates are sequestered to acidic lysosomes in HeLa cells (Kirkin, et al. 
2009b, Pankiv, et al. 2007).  
 
AtATG8 is known to be associated with autophagic bodies in plant cells, and considering the 
high degree of homology between plant and mammalian ATG8, it is reasonable to believe 
that AtATG8 can associate with autophagic bodies in a mammalian system. To test this, 





Figure 3.18: mCherry-ATATG8A is found in cytosolic aggregates and ubiquitously localized in the nucleus 
when overexpressed in HeLa cells. HeLa cells transfected with Cherry-AtATG8A show cytosolic accumulation 
of AtTG8 containing aggregates and a diffuse expression of AtATG8 within the nucleus. The aggregates are 
mainly centered around the periphery of the nucleus. Bars are 10 µm. 
 
 
AtATG8 appear in cytosolic punctuated structures when expressed in HeLa cells (figure 
3.18). A diffuse staining can also be seen in the nucleus, suggesting that AtATG8 is 
transported to the nucleus. The biochemical experiments show a strong interaction between 
AtNBR1 and AtATG8, and to test this interaction in vitro, HeLa cells were cotransfected with 





Figure 3.19: B: AtNBR1 colocalize with AtATg8A in HeLa cells. HeLa cells Co-transfected with EGFP-
AtNBR1 and mCherry-AtATG8 show accumulation of cyosolic aggregates containing both AtNBR1 and 
AtATG8A. Green fluorescent aggregates completely overlap with red fluorescence, but most aggregates show 
only red fluorescence.  Bars are 10 µm. 
 
 
AtNBR1 colocalize with AtATG8 in HeLa cells (figure 3.19). Furthermore, red dotted 
structures are seen that might represent acidified autophagosomes. The red fluorescent signal 
of AtATG8 is maintained within these autophagosome, but it is not possible to say if the 
autophagosomes also contain AtNBR1, since the GFP signal is lost in acidic compartments.  
A tandem EGFP-mCherry double-tag was used to test if AtNBR1 containing aggregates are 
sequestered to acidified autophagosomes in HeLa cells. As can be seen in figure 3.13, the 
double-tagged AtNBR1 accumulated in large cytosolic aggregates, but the red and green 
fluorescent signal was completely overlapping. This means that that AtNBR1 containing 
aggregates are not acidified and therefore not recognized as an autophagic substrate in a 
mammalian system (within the time-frame of this experiment). Having seen that AtATG8A 
might be associated with autophagosomes (see figure 3.19) it was reasonable to think that 
AtATG8 was needed to link AtNBR1 with the autophagosome. This was tested by 





Figure 3.120: AtNBR1 containing structures are acidified in the presence of AtATG8. A: Double-tagged 
EGFP-Cherry-AtNBR1 forms cytosolic aggregates when overexpressed in HeLa cells, green and red fluorescent 
signals are completely overlapping.  B and C: HeLa cells contransfected with EGFP-Cherry-AtNBR1 and myc-
AtATG8A/B show accumulation of punctuated structures. The green fluorescent signal is almost completely 
lost, and most structures are only emitting red fluorescence. Bars are 10 µm. 
 
 
As seen in figure 3.20, AtNBR1 containing structures are acidified when cotransfected with 
AtATG8. This indicates that AtNBR1 does not recognize mammalian ATG8 and can 





3.5 Experiments with AtNBR1 in Arabidopsis protoplasts 
Results from biochemical experiments suggest that AtNBR1 has the same capability as p62 
and NBR1 to polymerize and bind Ub (see section 3.2). In vitro experiments in HeLa cells 
showed that wild type AtNBR1 forms cytosolic aggregates that colocalize with AtATG8, and 
the aggregation was dependent on polymerization by PB1 and Ub binding by the two UBA 
domains (see section 3.4). However, AtNBR1 is a plant protein, and it is therefore necessary 
to verify these results in a plant model system. The following experiments have all been 
carried out in Arabidopsis protoplasts. All protoplast transformations were performed using 
PEG-mediated transformation and pictures were taken 24-48 hours after transformation.  
To determine the cellular localization of wild type AtNBR1 in Arabidopsis protoplasts, wild-




Figure 3.14: YFP-AtNBR1 forms cytosolic aggregates in living protoplasts. Arabidopsis protoplasts 
transformed with YFP-AtNBR1 show dotted structures with YFP-fluorescence.  Top:  Pictures taken in LSCM 
(Leica). Bottom: Pictures taken in fluorescence microscope (Zeiss). The chlorophyll autofluorescence indicate 
that the cells are healthy. Bars are 100 µm. 
 
 
The results presented in figures 3.14 indicate that AtNBR1 has the ability to form cytosolic 
aggregates in living Arabidopsis protoplasts. AtNBR1 contains two C-terminal UBA-
domains, of which the UBA2-domain is responsible for Ub binding. AtNBR1 lost the ability 
to form aggregates in HeLa cells when lacking both UBA domains (see figure 3.10). Having 
established that wt AtNBR1 forms aggregates in protoplasts the next step was to express 
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truncated AtNBR1 lacking both UBA-domains to investigate which affect this would have on 
the formation of aggregates in (see figures 3.15). 
 
 
Figure 3.15: YFP-AtNBR1-DUBA1+2 does not form aggregates in living protoplasts. Protoplasts 
transformed with YFP-AtNBR1-DUBA1+2 show YFP-fluorescence that is diffuse, filling the entire cytoplasm 
of the cell. Chlorophyll autofluorescence indicate that the cells are healthy. No AtNBR1 can be seen in the 
nucleus.  Pictures taken in fluorescence microscope (Zeiss). Bars are 100 µm. 
AtNBR1 lacking both UBA domains show a diffuse distribution in Arabidopsis protoplasts, 
indicating that the UBA domains are required for aggregation (figure 3.15).  
The PB1 domain is also important for the formation of aggregates. In HeLa cells, p62 lose the 
ability to form aggregates when the PB1 domain is mutated or deleted (Lamark, et al. 2003). 
The PB1 domain of AtNBR1 is required for AtNBR1 to aggregate in vitro (see figure 3.1), 
and the point mutant K11A of AtNBR1 also showed a diffuse expression in HeLa cells (see 
figure 3.9). The point mutant AtNBR1D60A as well as a PB1-deletion mutant (AtNBR1 ∆1-
142) was expressed in living protoplast with N-terminal YFP tags (results not shown), but no 
conclusive data could be obtained.  
 
To verify that AtNBR1 is involved in autophagy it is necessary to show that AtNBR1-
containing aggregates are transported to the vacuole. The central vacuole is an acidified 
organelle that fills almost the entire plant cell, and it has previously been shown that 
autophagic substrates are being transported to the vacuole for degradation (Ishida, et al. 2008, 
Wada, et al. 2009, Yano, et al. 2007). The RFP is more acid stable that any of the other 
fluorescent proteins, and has been used to track autophagic substrates in the plant vacuole 
(Ishida, et al. 2008, Wada, et al. 2009). Using a double-tagged YFP-mCherry-AtNBR1 it 
should be possible to distinguish between AtNBR1 containing aggregates in the cytosol and 
the vacuole. In the following experiment, protoplasts were transformed with double tagged 
AtNBR1 to examine if AtNBR1containing aggregates could be visualized within the central 




Figure 3.16: Cherry-YFP-AtNBR1 forms cytosolic aggregates in living protoplasts. Double tagged 
AtNBR1 forms aggregates in the cytosol of living protoplasts. No signal can be detected within the vacuole. 
The inclusion bodies are exhibiting completely overlapping yellow and red fluorescence. Cherry-fluorescence 
was detected using Far-Red settings, which excludes chlorophyll autofluorescence.  Pictures are taken in 
confocal microscope (Zeiss). Bars are 10 µm. 
 
The results presented in figure 3.16 show that double-tagged AtNBR1 containing aggregates 
are not found to the central vacuole. Red and green fluorescent signals were completely 
overlapping, which means that no aggregates were acidified. This experiment was also 
performed in onion epidermal cells by ballistic transformation (results not shown). Some 
aggregates containing AtNBR1 could also be seen in the onion cells, but the red and green 
fluorescent signal is completely overlapping, which means that no AtNBR1 was transported 
to the vacuole.  
3.6 Agrobacterium-mediated transformation of Arabidopsis thaliana 
In vitro experiments with cell systems give an indication of how a protein works, but this does 
not represent the complexity of a whole organism. In vivo experiments represent a natural 
setting in which a protein can be expressed and observed.  The main goal of the experiments 
with transgenic Arabidopsis was to determine if fluorescently tagged AtNBR1 could be 
visualized within the vacuole of plant cells in vivo. This would be a clear indication of 
autophagic degradation of ATNBR1. Also, these plants will provide stably transfected 
protoplasts that can be used for co-expression studies with AtATG8. 
 
Wt Arabidopsis (Columbia) was transformed with AtNBR1 fused to four different 
combinations of fluorescent tags. A standard N-terminal YFP-tag, and a C-terminal EGFP tag 
to check if the protein behaves differently when the tag is C-terminal. Also, the two double 
tagged constructs YFP-Cherry and YFP-ECFP-AtNBR1are included to visualize AtNBR1-
containing inclusion bodies in the vacuole. mCherry and ECFP is more acid stabile than YFP 
and GFP, and should therefore continue to fluoresce after the protein has entered the vacuole. 
ECFP is also easier to distinguish from chlorophyll autofluorescence. Two mutant variants of 
AtNBR1 were also included. The ∆UBA1+2 mutation had a strong effect on AtNBR1 
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localization in protoplasts, and is used in plant transformation with an N-terminal YFP tag 
and an N-terminal Double tag (YFP-ECFP). The PB1 point mutant (D60R) was used for 
transformation with an N-terminal YFP tag. Results from transformed Arabidopsis protoplasts 
showed that both p62 and NBR1 was able to form cytosolic aggregates (results not shown), 
and it is expected that both proteins will form visible inclusion bodies in plant cells. p62 and 
NBR1 was used for plant transformation with an N-terminal YFP-tag and in separate 
constructs with a C-terminal EGFP tag. 
 
All constructs were transformed into Agrobacterium and then used for transformation of wild 
type A. thaliana (Colombia). The seedlings of seeds collected from the T0 generation were 




Figur 3.17: Glyfosinate treatment of T1 generation. Surviving transformants appear healthy green, while 
untransformed seedlings are killed. 
 
 
Out of the seedlings that survived the glyfosinate treatment, 40 were selected for further 
growth. Surviving the glyfosinate treatment does not guarantee that expression of 
recombinant protein is high, and only about 1 out of 10 plants will have sufficient expression 
of recombinant protein. When using fluorescently tagged proteins the plants are normally 
analyzed by microscopy, but due to a large number of plants (approximately 440) and limited 
amount of time, a higher throughput screening method had to be used. After about 2 weeks, 
leaf material was collected from all plants and a western blot was performed with αGFp 






Figur 3.22: Blotting of leaf protein extracts on a PVDF membrane. Plant sample numbers are indicated in 
the dots, as well as negative and positive control. Left membrane: Immunostaining. Right membrane: Coomassie 
staining. 
 
Results from the western blots were somewhat varied, but good enough to select candidates to 
parent the T2 generation. Figure 3.23 shows a blot of plants transformed with end-p62-
pB7FWG2.0, where plant 12, 23 and 27 showed a clear GFP signal and were selected further.  
 
 
Figur 3.23: Plants expressing C-terminal EGFP-tagged p62. Left: Western blot with protein extracts from T1 
generation plants transformed with ∆end-p62-pB7FWG2,0 using αGFP primary antibody and αRabbit IgG HRP 
conjugated secondary antibody. Positive control: Stably transformed Arabidopsis expressing Chloroplast 
targeted GFP. Negative control: Wild type Arabidopsis (Colombia). Controls are indicated with white arrows 
and p62-EGFP expressing plants indicated with red arrows. Right: Coomassie staining of protein extracts in 




Based on the results from the western blot, between 3 and 8 plants from each batch of 
transformants were selected further. Seeds collected from these plants are expected to provide 
plants that express the fusion proteins strongly enough to be visualized. The majority of these 













































It is now well established that p62 and NBR1 are selectively degraded by autophagy and can 
act as cargo receptors or adaptors for the autophagic degradation of ubiquitinated substrates 
(reviewed in Kirkin et al. 2009c, Lamark, et al. 2009). Research on autophagy in plants is also 
well under way, but the mechanism by which target substrates are sequestered for autophagic 
degradation has not been elucidated. This study has revealed that the plant protein Q9SB64 
shares several important functional properties with p62 and NBR1, which indicates that it 
could act as a cargo receptor for the autophagic degradation of ubiquitinated substrates in 
plants.  
 
4.1 AtNBR1 polymerizes through an N-terminal PB1 domain 
AtNBR1 was shown in this study to interact with itself through an N-terminal type I/II PB1 
domain. Molecular modeling suggest that the surface potential of the globular PB1 domain 
was clearly divided into one acidic and one basic side. It was therefore expected that each 
PB1 domain can interact with two other PB1 domains, thus forming polymers. The strength of 
the interaction between two isolated PB1 domains is an indication of polymerization. In this 
case the amount of precipitated protein exceeds the input by a ratio of 3:1, clearly suggesting 
that polymerization occurs. Point mutations that affect the basic cluster or the acidic OPCA-
motif of the PB1 domain completely abolish the ability of AtNBR1 to self-interact. The effect 
is very clear, as the binding drops to zero as a result of a single point mutation. A protein with 
a mutation in the acidic OPCA-motif can interact with a protein that is mutated in the basic 
cluster, but this can only lead to dimerization, as each protein is only capable of binding to a 
single potein. The fact that AtNBR1 has no coiled coil domain and polymerizes through a 
type I/II PB1 domain makes it more functionally related to p62 than NBR1 in terms of PB1-
PB1 interaction- and polymerization properties. 
 
4.2 The C-terminal UBA domain (UBA2) of AtNBR1 binds ubiquitin 
By sequence analysis, two putative UBA domains were identified in AtNBR1. This study has 
shown that AtNBR1 binds strongly to 4xUb. Surprisingly, only the second UBA domain 
(UBA2) is responsible for the binding, while no function for the UBA1 domain has been 
established so far. So what is the purpose of having two UBA domains as we see in AtNBR1? 
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Several other  proteins also contain two, and even three UBAs, but only the tandem UBA-
containing DNA repair proteins human HR23a and yeast Rad23 have so far been studied. 
hHR23a has been shown to bind K48-linked 4xUb stronger when it contains both UBA 
domains as opposed to only one (Raasi and Pickart 2003). In ScRad23, both UBA domains 
have the ability to bind Ub (Chen et al. 2001), and the second UBA domain protects the 
protein from proteosomal degradation (Heessen et al. 2005). However, both hHR23a and 
ScRad23 contain a stretch of 100- and 170 amino acids, respectively, between the two UBAs, 
and the two UBAs have the possibility to bind separate Ub-chains. In AtNBR1 the two 
domains are juxtaposed, and any correlation with hHR23a and ScRad23 would therefore be 
tentative.  
 
The 4x-Ub chains used for GST-pulldown do not represent the full spectra of different Ub- 
modifications that exist in the cell. It is possible that the two UBA domains of AtNBR1 have 
affinities for specific Ub-chains, and that the UBA1 domain is able to recognize Ub-chains 
that have not been tested.  In addition to the many type of Ub-modifications, a new group of 
Ub-like proteins have gradually emerged that also controls the activity of other proteins 
(Welchman et al. 2005). NEDD8 and Ufm are small Ub-like proteins, while ISG15 and 
FAT10 resemble Ub-chains (Downes and Vierstra 2005a). All the Ub-like proteins contain 
the Ub superfold, but most of them have little sequence homology to Ub (Kiel and Serrano 
2006). Due to the structural similarity to Ub, many of the classical Ub binding domains also 
recognize a variety of Ub-like proteins (Grabbe and Dikic 2009). The Ub-like proteins are 
present in plants (Downes and Vierstra 2005a), and represent potential binding partners for 
the UBA1 domain of AtNBR1. 
 
The binding affinity of polymeric AtNBR1 for 4xUb is 10-fold stronger than monomeric 
AtNBR1 (D60A) and isolated UBA2.  Single UBA-ubiquitin interactions are commonly 
weak, but can be enhanced physiologically to high-affinity interactions by polymerization of 
the UBA domain containing protein (Hurley et al. 2006). This correlates well with the 
observed effect of PB1 polymerization on the Ub binding capacity of AtNBR1. A decline in 
binding capacity is also seen when using monomeric NBR1 (∆CC1) and monomeric p62 
(Kirkin, et al. 2009b) A recent article suggest that non-UBA domains/sequences within the 
full-length p62 can influence Ub recognition, and consequently the isolated UBA domain 
binds poorly (Long et al. 2008). Monomeric AtNBR1 and the isolated UBA2 domain have the 
same binding capacity, which suggests that apart from PB1-mediated polymerization, no 
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other part of AtNBR1 contributes to the binding. An interesting correlation is that the isolated 
UBA domain of NBR1 seems to bind 4xUb stronger than the full-length protein, while full-
length p62 binds better than the isolated UBA domain. The Ub- binding capacity of polymeric 
p62 is also better that full-length NBR1 (Kirkin, et al. 2009b). Taken together with the results 
on AtNBR1, this further suggests a closer functional relationship between AtNBR1 and p62 
than between AtNBR1 and NBR1. 
 
4.3 AtNBR1 interacts with Arabidopsis homologues of ATG8 
The interaction between AtNBR1 and AtATG8 has been investigated in this study, and the 
best binding was achieved with ATG8-A, B, C, D, and F. Out of the six AtATG8 that were 
tested, AtATG8A was the best binder. However, the coomassie staining revealed that 
AtATG8A is represented by two bands that each are approximately as strong as the single 
band of the other AtATG8s. This means that the amount of AtATG8A is significantly higher, 
which may also explain the increased amount of co-precipitated AtNBR1. A phylogenetic 
analysis of ATG8 family protein sequences (see figure 3.12) shows that the nine AtATG8 
homologues forms two distinct groups. AtATG8H-I is placed among the mammalian ATG8s, 
while AtATG8A-G forms a separate group. This shows that the AtATG8 proteins can be 
separated into subfamilies. This was also reflected in the results obtained from GST-pulldown 
assays. With the exception of AtATG8G, all the members of the largest subgroup 
(AtATG8A-G) bound well to AtNBR1. Out of the two members of the small group, 
AtATH8H was tested and found to bind very weakly to AtNBR1.  This indicates that the nine 
AtATG8 homologues may be separated by function, which is consistent with the results from 
a comprehensive study on all the AtATG8 homologues (Slavikova, et al. 2005).   
 
An effort to map down the AtATG8-interacting region in AtNBR1 has shown that amino 
acids 412-491 are sufficient for binding. The LC3-interacting region in p62, NBR1 and yeast 
ATG19 is a small region of about 10 amino acids that contains a conserved hydrophobic 
motif, W/Y/F XX L/I/V, which is surrounded by acidic residues. Within the 412-491 region 
of AtNBR1 there are two possible interaction surfaces based on sequence similarity to 
previously described LIRs (see figure 4.1). The sequence alignment of plant NBR1 shows that 
only the second region is conserved in all 9 species, which strongly favors the second region. 
It consists of a very hydrophobic core motif (WVLI), surrounded by some acidic residues and 
a conserved arginine. It is expected that this motif may bind in a hydrophobic pocket of the C-
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terminal Ub-like domain of AtATG8 proteins. The conserved Arg may be important in 
specifying the interaction by binding to the N-terminal arm of AtATG8.  
 
 
Figur 4.1: Putative ATATG8-binding regions in plant NBR1. Amino acid 412-491 of AtNBR1 is sufficient 
for binding to AtATG8 and based on similarity to known LIR domains in p62, NBR1 and yeast ATG19, two 
plausible interaction regions have been identified.  The second motif is highly conserved in NBR1 from 9 
different plant species. 
 
However, this putative binding site is located at the end of a much conserved region that 
forms a globular domain of unknown function (see figure 3.2). Also, a deletion construct from 
amino acid 412-617 could still bind ATG8, and the interaction was only slightly weakened by 
this deletion. This indicates the presence of another interaction region, as we see in 
mammalian NBR1. It is possible that the interaction region identified between aa 412 and 491 
is hidden within the globular domain when AtNBR1 is correctly folded (in vivo), and that 
truncation of the protein exposes the region and mediates a weak binding to AtATG8.  The 
only deletion construct that showed a significantly weaker interaction to AtATG8 is the 
construct lacking the two UBA domains. AtATG8 is an Ub-like protein and could possibly 
interact with one of the UBA domains. Having found that the UBA1 domain does not bind 
Ub, one could speculate that it might partake in the interaction with AtATG8.  
 
4.4 AtNBR1 is sequestered to acidified compartments in HeLa cells by AtATG8 
When AtNBR1 was overexpressed in HeLa cells it accumulated in large cytosolic aggregates 
due to polymerization and Ub binding. The same accumulation was seen when p62 or NBR1 
is overexpressed in autophagy deficient cells (Bjørkøy, et al. 2005, Kirkin, et al. 2009b). This 
means that AtNBR1 containing aggregates were not sequestered for autophagic degradation 
in HeLa cells. There are two possible explanations for this. The overexpression of AtNBR1 
could be too much for the endogenous ATG8 to handle, and the accumulated aggregates 
become too big to be degraded by autophagy. The second explanation is that AtNBR1-
containing aggregates are not recognized by mammalian ATG8, and consequently not 
sequestered into autophagosomes. Overexpressing AtATG8 together with AtNBR1 led to 
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acidification of AtNBR1-containing aggregates. Hence, this may suggest that that AtNbr1 
does not bind mammalian ATG8 proteins. This shows that AtATG8 is needed for lysosomal 
sequestration of AtNBR1-containing aggregates in HeLa cells. 
 
AtNBR1 also formed cytosolic aggregates when expressed in Arabidopsis protoplasts. This is 
consistent with the results from HeLa cells, and is thought to reflect the ability of AtNBR1 to 
polymerize and interact with ubiquitinated proteins. Supporting this, a UBA deletion 
construct of AtNBR1 lost the ability to form aggregates. The double-tagged EGFP-mCherry-
AtNBR1 formed cytosolic aggregates, but the sequestration of these aggregates to the vacuole 
could not be observed in Arabidopsis protoplasts. One possible explanation is that AtANBR1 
is not involved in autophagy, and therefore not transported to the vacuole. However, the 
strong binding to AtATG8 argues against this conclusion, as AtATG8 is present in autophagic 
bodies that are transported to the central vacuole (Thompson, et al. 2005). The second 
alternative is that overexpression of AtNBR1 is out of proportion to the amount of ATATG8 
in the cell, causing accumulation of cytosolic aggregates. The same construct was used in 
transformation of onion epidermal cells. Aggregates did form in these cells as well, but no 
aggregates were acidified.  
 
4.5 Concluding remarks and future perspectives  
The biochemical experiments show a clear interaction between AtNBR1 and AtATG8, which 
is a strong indication that AtNBR1 may be degraded by autophagy. The results from HeLa 
cells further indicate that AtNBR1 can be sequestered to acidified structures by binding to 
AtATG8. However, it remains to be seen that AtNBR1 can also enter the central vacuole of 
plant cells.  
 
Nonetheless, the results indicate that AtNBR1 is an Arabidopsis thaliana homologue of both 
NBR1 and p62 with respect to the functional properties studied here. AtNBR1 is functionally 
more like p62, but from sequence comparison it is clearly the orthologue of NBR1. The latest 
results on p62 and NBR1 suggest that the two proteins are working together in targeting 
substrates for autophagic degradation (Kirkin, et al. 2009a), and since AtNBR1 has properties 
of both p62 and NBR1 one could speculate that AtNBR1 can perform the tasks that p62 and 
NBR1 work together in doing. Data from knockout mutants indicate that NBR1 and p62 can 
complement each other as backup systems (Kirkin, et al. 2009b), and an Arabidopsis 
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knockout mutant of AtNBR1 is required to determine whether AtNBR1 is essential for plant 
survival, or if there are other systems/proteins that serve the same function as AtNBR1.  
In mammalian cells, we know more about the proteins involved in making the aggregate 
structures that are degraded by autophagy. Ub is an essential component of the aggregates, 
and is thought to target proteins for autophagic degradation by binding to p62/NBR1 (Kirkin, 
et al. 2009a). Having found that AtNBR1 binds Ub and that aggregation of AtNBR1 in vitro 
is dependent on Ub binding, the next step would be to verify that the cytosolic inclusions also 
contain Ub. Moreover, recent papers have shown that chloroplasts can be degraded by 
autophagy in plant cells (Ishida, et al. 2008, Wada, et al. 2009) and p62 is known to mediate 
autophagic degradation of ubiquitinated peroxisomes (Kim, et al. 2008). Based on this, one 
could speculate if AtNBR1 may assist in target recognition of ubiquitinated organelles in 
Arabidopsis destined for autophagic degradation. However, the most important question is 
whether AtNBR1 is recognized as an autophagic substrate in Arabidopsis. The transgenic 
Arabidopsis strains generated in this study will hopefully provide an answer to this. To aid in 
the study of AtNBR1 biochemically and in vivo it will also be necessary to make an antibody 
against AtNBR1. This will allow detection of AtNBR1 by western blot and staining of 
endogenous AtNBR1. Continued study of the interaction between AtNBR1 and AtATG8 is 
also necessary. Mapping the exact binding site is priority number one, as well as completing 
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Table 6.1. Description of the different types of autophagy (Klionsky, et al. 2007). 
 
Name Description 
Aggrephagy The selective autophagic sequestration of protein aggregates. 
Autophagy Any process involving degradative delivery of aportion of the cytoplasm 
to the lysosome or vacuole that does notinvolve direct transport through 
the endocytic or vacuolar protein sorting, Vps, pathways. 
Chaperone-mediated autophagy 
(CMA) 
Import and degradation of soluble cytosolic proteins by chaperone-
dependent, direct translocation across the lysosomal membrane. 
Crinophagy Direct fusion of secretory vesicles with lysosomes. 
Cytoplasm to vacuole targeting 
(Cvt) 
A biosynthetic pathway in yeast that transports resident hydrolases to the 
vacuole (the yeast lysosome) through a selective autophagy-related 
process. 
Macroautophagy The largely nonspecific autophagic sequestration of cytoplasm into a 
double- or multiple-membrane-delimited compartment (an 
autophagosome) of nonlysosomal/vacuolar origin. 
Microautophagy Uptake and degradation of cytoplasm by invagination of the 
lysosomal/vacuolar membrane. 
Mitophagy Selective autophagic sequestration and degradation of mitochondria. 
Pexophagy Selective type of autophagy involving the sequestration and degradation 
of peroxisomes; can occur by a micro- or macropexophagic process. 
Piecemeal microautophagy of the 
nucleus 
Intrusion of portions of the nucleus into the vacuole, followed by scission 
and degradation. 
Reticulophagy Selective autophagic sequestration and degradation of endoplasmic 
reticulum. 
Vacuole import and degradation Selective uptake of cytosolic fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase, and possibly 
other proteins, within 30 nm single membrane vesicles, followed by 
fusion with the vacuole 
Xenophagy Selective degradation of microbes (e.g., bacteria, fungi, parasites and/or 






















Figur 6.1: Sequence comparison of selected UBA domains. Very conserved aa are shown in the brightest 
colors. Arrows point to the amino acid residues that are shown labeled in the surface representations, constituting 










Figur 6.2: Multiple sequence alignment of Nbr1 homologues from nine different plant species. Species: 
Populus  trichocarpa (Black cottonwood), Ricinus communis (Castor oil plant), Vitis vinifera (Common grape 
vine), Arabidopsis thaliana (Thale cress), Oryza sativa (Common rice), Triticum aestivum (Common wheat), Zea 
mays (maize), Picea sitchensis (Sitka spruce), Physcomitrella patens subsp. Patens (moss). Aligned using 







Figure 6.2 continued: Multiple sequence alignment of Nbr1 homologues from nine different plant species. 
Species: Populus  trichocarpa (Black cottonwood), Ricinus communis (Castor oil plant), Vitis vinifera (Common 
grape vine), Arabidopsis thaliana (Thale cress), Oryza sativa (Common rice), Triticum aestivum (Common 
wheat), Zea mays (maize), Picea sitchensis (Sitka spruce), Physcomitrella patens subsp. Patens (moss). Aligned 






Figure 6.2 continued: Multiple sequence alignment of Nbr1 homologues from nine different plant species. 
Species: Populus  trichocarpa (Black cottonwood), Ricinus communis (Castor oil plant), Vitis vinifera (Common 
grape vine), Arabidopsis thaliana (Thale cress), Oryza sativa (Common rice), Triticum aestivum (Common 
wheat), Zea mays (maize), Picea sitchensis (Sitka spruce), Physcomitrella patens subsp. Patens (moss). Aligned 
using ClustalW (BLOSUM30 matrix) 
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